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ABSTRACT

Canola was studied as an alternative source to traditional microbial systems as a recombinant protein production host. Various chromatographic methods were used in this work to systematically characterize the native canola protein elution profiles, and different genetically engineered proteins were selected to explore the opportunities presented for effective protein recovery.

Native canola protein was eluted into two major peaks in linear salt gradient elution on cation-exchange chromatography. T4 lysozyme and its mutants, by both point mutation and fusion, were used as model proteins to investigate the charge effect on protein elution. It was found that the single mutant T4 lysozyme was eluted in the low canola background valley between the two major canola protein peaks under the experiment conditions, and the purity of collected lysozyme was more than 90%.

Canola protein elution profile presented three possible target sites for selective recombinant protein purification on a strong anion exchanger. β-Glucuronidase (GUS) and fusions were used as the model proteins. Wild-type GUS was found to be eluted roughly at the first target site with the least eluent salt concentration, and GUS fusions with more than 10 aspartates in the tail were moved to the second site (higher salt concentration) with lower canola protein background. The third site with the highest salt elution was out of reach. The enrichment factor of fusion GUS at the second site was three to four times higher than that of wild-type GUS.

Stoichiometric displacement model was used to characterize the series of GUS proteins (wild-type GUS and its fusions) under isocratic elution. It was found that the fusion
with 15 aspartates did not follow the trend of change in protein specific parameters, Z and I, as the number of aspartates was less than 10. The Z and I values were used in an equation and lumped dispersion model to predict the protein elution under various gradient slopes. Both methods could reasonably well predict the protein retention and the influence of gradient change on the protein elution, and the simulation could also pick up the shape of the protein peaks.

Immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) was also used to explore the possibility of purifying proteins with poly-histidine fusions. GUS-(his)$_6$, as our model protein, could be purified to almost homogeneous purity on Co$^{2+}$ columns with iminodiacetate (IDA) and nitrilotriacetate (NTA) as the immobilization ligand. The recognition of metal ions on protein surface histidine distribution was found following the order Cu$^{2+} >$ Ni$^{2+} >$ Zn$^{2+} >$ Co$^{2+}$. The binding mechanism was proposed to describe the interaction between poly-his tagged protein with immobilized metal ions when IDA and NTA were used as the chelating ligands.
CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Introduction

Transgenic plants are being studied as potential recombinant protein production hosts. This work was undertaken to investigate the possibility of using canola for recombinant protein production. Native canola proteins were characterized by various chromatographic methods, including cation-exchange, anion-exchange, and immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) to assess the applicability of these methods for purification proteins expressed in canola. Additionally, genetically engineered proteins may enhance protein recovery, and appropriate model proteins were chosen to investigate this possibility. In this regard, the general ability to predict the elution of fusion proteins from anion-exchange chromatography was also studied. The main objectives of this work are outlined in the following paragraphs along with the specific questions addressed.

The first objective was to characterize the native canola protein elution on cation-exchange, anion-exchange, and immobilized metal affinity chromatography, and to seek means of genetically modifying recombinant proteins to be most easily separated from these canola proteins. The model proteins chosen were T4 lysozyme and β-Glucuronidase (GUS). T4 lysozyme was genetically modified by both point mutation and fusion. It carries positive charge at neutral pH and was studied by cation-exchange chromatography. GUS was modified only by fusions. For anion-exchange chromatography, in addition to the wild-type GUS, three fusions with 5, 10, or 15 aspartates in the fusion tail were studied. For IMAC, GUS with a (his)$_6$ tail (GUSH6) was studied on columns with four different metal ions (Cu$^{2+}$,
Ni$^{2+}$, Zn$^{2+}$, Co$^{2+}$) immobilized by two different chelating ligands (iminodiacetate, IDA, and nitrilotriacetate, NTA). The specific questions to be answered are:

1. What does the native canola protein elution profile look like under linear gradient elution for each chromatographic method?
2. Does canola present any opportunity for enhanced protein purification?
3. Are GUS and its fusions stable in canola extracts?
4. For ion-exchange chromatography, what is the effect of protein charge on elution when loaded with canola extract? For IMAC, what is the effect of different metal ions and chelating ligands on GUSH6 elution?
5. Protein of which charge is most effectively purified from canola extract by a single step ion-exchange chromatography, and which metal ion and chelating ligand provide the best opportunity for GUSH6 recovery?
6. For T4 lysozyme, is there any difference between altering charge by point mutation or by fusion for purification from canola extract?
7. For IMAC, is there a way to interpret the affinity behavior of GUSH6 on different metal ions immobilized by different chelating ligands?

The second objective of this work was to mathematically simulate the retention of the series of genetically engineered fusion proteins in linear gradient elution. Two methods were used: an analytical equation and a thermodynamic model considering the axial dispersion effect during chromatographic process (lumped dispersion model). GUS and its aspartate fusions were first characterized by the parameters of the stoichiometric displacement model (SDM), and these parameters were then used to predict elution. The questions to be answered are:
1. How do the fusion tails influence the protein-binding parameters in SDM?
2. How well can the lumped dispersion model simulate the protein elution in linear gradient elution chromatography?
3. How well can the simpler analytical equation predict the protein elution for different gradient elution profiles?

**Dissertation Organization**

The dissertation contains five main chapters. The first chapter provides basic information on transgenic plants and the fundamental theories of chromatography used in this work.

The other four chapters present the experimental work performed to fulfill the objectives raised above, and they are presented in a journal paper format. The first paper (chapter 2) focuses on T4 lysozyme purification from canola extract by cation-exchange chromatography. T4 lysozyme mutants with different charges modified by either point mutation or fusion were spiked into canola extract to investigate the possibility of moving the protein to a favorable site for enhanced recovery. The second paper (chapter 3) follows the thoughts of the first one but uses anion-exchange chromatography with a negatively charged protein. The third paper (chapter 4) studies the ability to predict and simulate fusion protein elution from anion-exchange chromatography using two equilibrium models. A stoichiometric displacement model was used to characterize the fusion protein retention on a selected anion-exchanger to provide more understanding on the binding capability of proteins with different length of fusion tails. The SDM parameters were used in subsequent protein elution prediction and simulation. The fourth paper (chapter 5) follows the approach of the
first two papers in exploring the use of histidine-tagged recombinant proteins for enhanced recovery from canola extracts. Different metal ions on two different chelating agents were studied to determine the best purification method. The binding mechanisms of proteins on different chelating resins were proposed.

Two appendices are included. The first gives the amino acid sequences of GUS and its fusions. The second appendix includes the estimated net charge of GUS and its fusions at different pH.

**Literature Review**

**Plants as recombinant protein production hosts**

The emergence of recombinant DNA technology since the 1970’s has allowed the production of large quantities of scarce and novel proteins having enormous medical, agriculture, and industrial impact [1]. Sources for foreign protein (recombinant protein) production have been mainly microorganisms such as *E. coli* (prokaryote) and yeast (eukaryote) but also animal cells and even transgenic animals. However, all these systems have shortcomings. Microbial systems do not provide accurate post-translational modification of eukaryotic proteins, and bacterial fermentation, which is still expensive and difficult to scale-up [2,3], often produces proteins as insoluble aggregates that are difficult to refold to their native, biologically active form. Using transgenic animals to produce heterologous proteins has raised social, ethical, and legal concerns [1, 4]. Transgenic plants, on the other hand, provide attractive and cost-effective alternatives to the above-mentioned systems for recombinant protein production. As eukaryotes, transgenic plants have the
capability for post-translational processing of proteins of eukaryotic origin (plant or animal) [5, 6].

The other advantages of using plants as recombinant protein production hosts include the ease of scale-up (by just increasing the planted acreage), and established methods of harvesting, processing, transporting, and storing for extended long period of time [5]. In addition, for vaccine production from transgenic plants, the fear of animal virus contamination could be eliminated, because plant viruses do not infect humans [7].

Plants have been used mainly as food protein and oil sources, but recent developments in plant genetic engineering have made plants commercially attractive for recombinant protein production for pharmaceuticals [4, 7, 8], agriculture [6, 9, 10], food [4], and commodities [11]. Since the late 1980’s, many pharmaceutical proteins and peptides and industrial proteins have been successfully expressed in various plants (Table 1.1). The expressed proteins or peptides range from 0.6 kDa to as large as 80 kDa per subunit, and the original sources of expressed proteins cover a wide range of species, including human beings. The highest accumulation of a protein, phytase expressed in tobacco, reached 14% of the total soluble protein [36].

While the accumulation level of a recombinant protein is critical, the downstream processing is equally important. The downstream processing from plant biomass is generally considered to be difficult and expensive because of the large amount of total biomass to be handled [5, 6, 37]. However, concentrating and purifying the recombinant protein at an early stage would reduce costs [38]. Genetic engineering provides a possible way to accomplish this, and purification fusions could have particular impact.
Table 1.1. Examples of proteins and polypeptides produced in transgenic plants (modified from [5]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Origin of gene(s)</th>
<th>Molecular weight (kDa/subunit)</th>
<th>Host</th>
<th>Expression level</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>α-amylase</strong></td>
<td><em>Bacillus licheniformis</em></td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>Tobacco, alfalfa</td>
<td>0.3% of soluble leaf protein</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>α-trichosantin</strong></td>
<td>Chinese medicinal plant</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>N.</td>
<td>2% of total soluble protein</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avidin(^2)</td>
<td>Chicken</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>Corn</td>
<td>6% of soluble seed protein</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1-3,1-4)-β-glucanase</td>
<td><em>Trichoderma reesei,</em> hybrid of two <em>Bacillus</em> species</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Barley cells</td>
<td>0.4% of extracellular protein</td>
<td>16, 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>β-glucuronidase</strong></td>
<td><em>E. coli</em></td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Alfalfa, Corn</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chymosin</strong></td>
<td>Calf</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Tobacco, potato</td>
<td>0.1-0.5% of soluble protein</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enkephalin</strong></td>
<td>Human</td>
<td>~1(^3)</td>
<td>Canola</td>
<td>~0.02% of soluble seed protein</td>
<td>20, 21, 22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1.1. (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Origin of gene(s)</th>
<th>Molecular weight (kDa/subunit)</th>
<th>Host</th>
<th>Expression level</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epidermal growth factor</td>
<td>Human</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Tobacco</td>
<td>0.001% of soluble protein</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erythropoietin</td>
<td>Human</td>
<td>~37</td>
<td>Tobacco</td>
<td>0.0026% of soluble protein</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth hormone</td>
<td>Trout</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Tobacco</td>
<td>0.1% of soluble leaf protein</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hirudin</td>
<td>Hirudo medicinalis</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Canola</td>
<td>1% of seed weight</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lysozyme</td>
<td>Chicken</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>Tobacco</td>
<td>0.003% of fresh leaf tissue</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malarial epitopes</td>
<td><em>Plasmodium</em></td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>Tobacco</td>
<td>0.4-0.8% of virion weight</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manganese-dependent lignin peroxidase</td>
<td><em>Phanerochaete</em></td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Alfalfa</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>13, 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phytase</td>
<td><em>Aspergillus niger</em></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Tobacco</td>
<td>14.4% of soluble leaf protein</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricin</td>
<td>Castor bean</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Tobacco</td>
<td>0.25% of soluble leaf protein</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum albumin</td>
<td>Human</td>
<td>66.5</td>
<td>Potato</td>
<td>0.02% of soluble leaf protein</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1.1. (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Origin of gene(s)</th>
<th>Molecular weight (kDa/subunit)</th>
<th>Host</th>
<th>Expression level</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xylanase</td>
<td><em>Clostridium</em></td>
<td>48(^{\text{a}})</td>
<td>Tobacco</td>
<td>4.1% of soluble leaf proteins</td>
<td>33, 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>thermocellum</em>, <em>Cryptococcus albidus</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Nicotiana benthamiana.

2. First commercial product produced by a plant system.

3. The molecular weight is determined from pig brain extract [22].

4. 37 (35-39) kDa is the glycosylated Erythropoietin. The deglycosylated protein has a molecular weight of 18-20 kDa. This is also the protein produced by Amgen from microbial fermentation (~250 gram/year) and sold at $1 million/gram [35].

5. A deleted, but active xylanase from *Clostridium thermocellum* has a molecular weight of 37 kDa [33].
**Canola as a recombinant protein production host and its native protein properties**

**Canola as a recombinant protein production host**

Tobacco has been routinely used as one of the model plants to test recombinant gene expression [39]. However, the high level of toxic alkaloids in its leaves demands careful purification of recombinant proteins in downstream processing, especially for immunotherapeutic and pharmaceutical proteins [7, 38]. In addition, seeds or tubers are preferred to green tissues as protein storage organs for recombinant protein production, because seeds and tubers are natural storage organs and allow long periods of storage without protein degradation. Hence, the necessity for green tissue plants of having a processing facility adjacent to the harvesting location could be eliminated [5, 13, 37]. Crops, such as potatoes and canola, have been the focus of attention for recombinant protein production because they are already used in producing the primary non-proteinaceous products - starch and oil [6]. Canola is one of the several crops for which reliable transformation systems have been developed and was predicted to be one of the first to be used as a protein factory [6], and it is chosen as our model system to explore its potential as a recombinant protein production host.

Canola, sometime also called rapeseed, is the third largest source of vegetable oil behind soybean and palm [40]. Its advantages have led to efforts to produce several recombinant proteins [20, 21, 26]. Even though the non-protein compounds, glucosinolates and their breakdown products, phenolics and phytic acids, have slowed the utilization of native canola proteins [41], the drawbacks can be minimized when the recombinant protein is to be purified.
Native canola protein properties

Though the protein content depends on variety and planting conditions, canola seed generally has 33-39% storage protein in defatted meals. The protein is mainly composed of a high-molecular weight (12S) and a low-molecular weight (1.7S or 2S) protein fractions [41]. The relative content of 12S and 2S protein varies with variety [42]. Table 1.2 shows the properties of these two protein groups.

The 12S protein has been reported to dissociate at low ionic strength (|\(i\) < 0.5) into 7S components (molecular weight ~ 150 kDa) and at low or extremely high pH and in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein group*</th>
<th>12S**</th>
<th>2S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Cruciferin, Brassin</td>
<td>Napin, Conbrassin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular weight (kDa)</td>
<td>300 ± 10</td>
<td>12 – 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isoelectric point</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>≥ 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular shape</td>
<td>Oblate ellipsoid of revolution</td>
<td>linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of subunits</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary structure (%)</td>
<td>α-helix 10; β-sheet 50</td>
<td>α-helix 40-46; β-sheet 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>43 – 47</td>
<td>41, 48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Each group of protein consists more than one protein. However, all the proteins in the same group have similar characteristics listed in this table.

** S is the sedimentation coefficient (Svedbergs), which is a measure of the protein molecular mass.
presence of urea further dissociate into smaller (2-3S) components [45, 49-51] (Fig. 1.1).

Similar to other plant seed 11/12S storage proteins [43], extracted 12S protein can react with the phytic acid present in canola [52-54] and form insoluble and acidic complexes with pH in the range of 3-5 [43, 55]. Besides the above mentioned two groups of proteins, there are also some proteins with intermediate molecular weights of 50 kDa to 75 kDa with isoelectric points close to 8 [56].

**Choices of purification methods**

Choice of protein purification methods depends on a combination of many factors, which mainly include the characteristics of the target protein, the protein source, the purity requirement for the protein, the capability of a technique in handling high protein load, the economic feasibility of the technique, and ease of scale-up. Table 1.3 shows how method choice has changed since 1980.

Ion exchange chromatography is chosen as one of the means to carry out our research because of its popularity in plant protein separation and ability of handling large protein loads. A fast emerging adsorption technique, immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC), will also be studied in this work. All the detailed separation mechanisms will be discussed below.

![Diagram](image.png)

**Figure 1.1.** Schematic illustration of 12S protein dissociation under different conditions [51].
Table 1.3. The trend of using various methods in plant protein purification [57].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Trend after 1980</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation</td>
<td>salting out, isoelectric precipitation,</td>
<td>decrease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>electrostatic complex formation, etc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ion-exchange</td>
<td>electrostatic interaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chromatography</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEC</td>
<td></td>
<td>increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEC</td>
<td></td>
<td>decrease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affinity chromatography</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bio-ligand</td>
<td>biological</td>
<td>increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dye-ligand</td>
<td>various</td>
<td>increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gel filtration</td>
<td>molecular size</td>
<td>static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrophobic interaction</td>
<td></td>
<td>increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromatography</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPLC/HPLC*</td>
<td>various</td>
<td>increase</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* FPLC: Fast performance liquid chromatography, or fast protein liquid chromatography.

HPLC: High performance liquid chromatography.

**Ion exchange chromatography**

**Separation mechanism**

Ion exchange chromatography is one of the most widely used techniques in protein purification [58]. The choice between cation and anion exchange chromatography depends on the charge that the target protein carries. The charge of a protein, with an amphoteric nature, depends on the protein's isoelectric point (pI, the pH at which the protein's net charge
is zero) (Fig. 1.2) and can be changed by adjusting the system pH. AEC is used when the protein carries net negative charges (pH > pi), and CEC is used when the protein carries net positive charges (pH < pi).

Ion exchange chromatography is a process of separating components by passing a sample solution through a column so that the components adsorb to the absorbent surface by electrostatic interaction to different extents based on their characteristics, and thus elute at different time from the column. Figure 1.3 is a conceptual model of the transport processes involved in binding to the adsorbent of a component added to the mobile phase. Different models have been proposed to describe the protein adsorption and predict the elution of proteins from an IEC column [58-67].

![Figure 1.2. The relationship between the charge a protein carries and the system pH.](image)
Figure 1.3. Schematic illustration of an ion-exchange process (cation exchange here).
One widely-used model, the stoichiometric displacement model (SDM), is based on the mass action law [58, 60, 65-68]. Protein adsorption is treated with the stoichiometry of the reaction:

\[ P_0 + Z \cdot D_b \rightleftharpoons P_b + Z \cdot D \]  

(1)

where a free protein \( P_0 \) in solution will displace multiple \( Z \) bound ions \( D_b \) when it binds \( P_b \) to the ion-exchange sorbent surface. The stoichiometry of the displacement process is determined by the number \( Z \) of ions that are required to displace the adsorbed protein from the sorbent. The reaction equilibrium constant \( K_e \) can be expressed as

\[ K_e = \frac{[P_b][D]^Z}{[P_0][D_b]^Z} \]  

(2)

For low protein coverage, the protein retention (as the capacity factor \( k' \)) can be related to displacing ion concentration \( D \) by the following equation [67, 68]

\[ k' = \frac{I}{[D]^Z} \]  

(3)

where \( I \) is a protein specific constant. Its value describes the affinity of the protein for the stationary phase through available chromatographic contact regions along with any nonspecific interactions involved with protein retention [69], and it is given by the equation

\[ I = K_e \varphi [\Lambda]^Z \]  

(4)

where \( \varphi \) is the phase ratio (ratio of stationary and mobile phase volumes) and \( \Lambda \) is the ionic capacity of the resin.

The capacity factor, \( k' \), is also related to the retention time of a protein at retained and non-retained conditions, \( t_R \), and \( t_0 \), respectively, by
The linear form of eq. (3),

\[ \log k' = \log I + Z \log[D]^{-1} \]  

(6)
can be used to obtain the two protein specific parameters, \( Z \) and \( I \), with the \( k' \) obtained from eq. (5) by measuring \( t_R \) under isocratic elution at series of \( D \).

**Protein retention during gradient elution**

A protein's retention in a gradient elution can be predicted by the equation derived by Jandera and Churacek [70, 71] using protein specific parameters, \( Z \) and \( I \), described above. In isocratic elution, the protein capacity factor is defined as,

\[ k' = \frac{V_R}{V_m} = \frac{V_s}{V_m} \cdot \frac{[P_b]}{[P_0]} \]  

(7)

where, \( V_R' \) is the reduced protein retention volume, and it equals the difference between protein retention volume \( (V_R) \) and the total volume of the mobile phase in the column \( (V_m) \). The ratio of total volume of the stationary phase in column \( (V_s) \) to \( V_m \) is the phase ratio, \( \varphi \), in Eq. (4). By combining eq. (7), (2), and (4) and assuming dilute condition, eq. (3) can be obtained.

During gradient elution, the \( k' \) value in the course of a differential volume change is

\[ k' = \frac{dV}{dV_m} \]  

(8)

where \( dV \) is a differential increase in the volume of the mobile phase delivered from the gradient-generating device on to the column. This elution increment causes a migration of the band of a sample compound in the column through a distance corresponding to a
differential part of the column void volume, \( dV_f \). The total volume of the mobile phase delivered to the column from the beginning of the elution (\( V \), the volume of eluate) is

\[
V = V_{R(\phi)} - V_d = V_{R(\phi)} - V_m - V_d
\]  

(9)

Where, \( V_{R(\phi)} \) (\( V_{R(\phi)} \)) is the reduced (non-reduced) retention volume of a sample component in gradient elution chromatography. \( V_d \) is the dead volume of the connecting tubing between the outlet of the gradient generating device and the top of the column.

The protein retention volume can be obtained by the integration of eq. (8),

\[
\int_0^{V_m} dV = \int_0^{V_{R(\phi)}} \frac{1}{k'} dV
\]  

(10)

The displacing ion concentration (\( D \)) as a function of elution time (\( t \)) can be described by the following equation,

\[
D = (D_e^{\frac{1}{\chi}} + G' \cdot t)^\chi
\]  

(11)

Where \( D_e \) is the displacing ion concentration in the equilibrating buffer at the beginning of the gradient elution, and \( G' \) is the slope of the gradient described in time scale. \( \chi \) is the shape of the concentration gradient. When \( \chi = 1 \), it is a linear gradient elution, and the concentration gradient is concave for \( \chi > 1 \) and convex for \( \chi < 1 \).

Furthermore, since \( t = V/u \) during elution, where \( u \) is the flow rate of the mobile phase in ml/min, the displacing ion concentration can be described by total elution volume b

\[
D = (D_e^{\frac{1}{\chi}} + G \cdot V)^\chi
\]  

(12)

where \( G = G'/u \), is a measure of the slope of the displacing ion concentration change during gradient elution in volume scale.
Replace $D$ in eq. (3) by eq. (12) and substitute the $k'$ into eq. (10),

$$V_m = \frac{1}{I} \int_0^1 \left( D_e^\frac{1}{\gamma} + G \cdot V \right)^{\chi \cdot Z} dV$$

and the solution of this equation gives the retention volume of a protein in gradient elution chromatography.

$$V_{R(g)} = \frac{1}{G} \left[ G \cdot (\chi \cdot Z + 1) \cdot I \cdot V_m + D_e^\frac{1}{\gamma} \right]^{\frac{1}{x \cdot Z + 1}} - \frac{D_e^\frac{1}{\gamma}}{G}$$

From eq. (9) and (12), the concentration of the displacing ion in the mobile phase which elutes the protein peak maximum in gradient elution, $D_{(g)}$, can be calculated by

$$D_{(g)} = \left[ \frac{D_e^\frac{1}{\gamma} + G \cdot (V_{R(g)} - V_d)}{G} \right]^\chi$$

The eluting salt concentration as a function of protein parameters, $Z$ and $I$, can be obtained by substituting eq. (14) into (15). This gives

$$D_{(g)} = \left[ \frac{G \cdot (\chi \cdot Z + 1) \cdot I \cdot V_m + D_e^\frac{1}{\gamma}}{G} \right]^{\frac{1}{x \cdot Z + 1}} - G \cdot V_d$$

Under linear gradient elution, when $\chi = 1$,

$$D_{(g)} = \left[ G \cdot (Z + 1) \cdot I \cdot V_m + D_e^{Z + 1} \right]^{\frac{1}{Z + 1}} - G \cdot V_d$$

Eq. (17) can be further simplified when the concentration of displacing ion (e.g. Cl' in AEC) in the mobile phase equals zero at the beginning of the gradient elution, i.e. $D_e=0$. It then gives,

$$D_{(g)} = \left[ G \cdot (Z + 1) \cdot I \cdot V_m \right]^{\frac{1}{Z + 1}} - G \cdot V_d$$
In eq. (18), except Z and I, other parameters, $G$, $V_m$, and $V_d$, are all directly measurable. Given a specific system (pH and column) under pre-chosen gradient slope, the above equation could be used to predict the salt concentration eluting a protein based on its Z and I values, which are obtained from isocratic elution chromatography experiments.

For a multi-component protein system (such as canola protein extract), if the loading is much smaller than the column capacity, eq. (17) or (18) is expected to be able to be applied to evaluate the protein retention in gradient elution.

There are also other ways to predict a protein's retention in gradient elution by using models which consider the mass transport processes described in Fig. 1.3. However, they often need more than just the protein specific parameters. Even though they are more likely to be accurate, the simplicity has to be sacrificed. For example, the lumped dispersion model is an equilibrium model that considers the axial dispersion of the solute in the mobile phase during a chromatographic process [72]. To use this model to simulate a protein's elution, it not only needs the two parameters discussed in SDM but also the protein's dispersion coefficient and some column specific parameters, such as column capacity and porosity [73]. In addition, the solution of the mass balance equation (partial differential equation) must be done numerically.

**Immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC)**

IMAC has become a popular technique in protein purification since introduced in 1975 by Porath [74]. Traditional affinity chromatography (using biospecific binding sites such as inhibitors or monoclonal antibodies) is a compromise among high selectivity, simplicity, and high cost. It is very protein specific and only used for meeting high purity requirements. Use of multiple steps of lower selectivity may be cost effective, but typically,
simplicity and yield are sacrificed. However, IMAC has shown ease of application to a whole class of proteins, and it is becoming one of the techniques of choice in protein separation, especially in recombinant protein purification [75]. Table 1.4 compares IMAC to bio-specific affinity chromatography.

In IMAC, first-row transition metal ions (Ni$^{2+}$, Zn$^{2+}$, Cu$^{2+}$, Co$^{3+}$, and Fe$^{3+}$) are usually immobilized on a support (such as sepharose or agarose gel) by chelating through either iminodiacetic acid (IDA) or tris (carboxymethyl) ethylene-diamine (TED) (Fig. 1.4 and 1.5). However, IDA is more often used than TED, because the coupling of TED results in a stronger retention of metal (Me$^{2+}$) ions but weaker retention of a protein [77]. Several other chelating agents such as carboxymethylated aspartic acid (CM-ASP), tetraethylene pentamine (TEPA), carboxymethylated diamino succinic α,β acid (CM-DASA) [78], nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) [79] and tris(2-aminoethyl)amine (Tren) [80], tetradeptate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Biospecific affinity</th>
<th>Metal-affinity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ligand stability</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein loading</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elution conditions</td>
<td>Often extreme</td>
<td>Mild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligand recovery after regeneration</td>
<td>Generally incomplete</td>
<td>Complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selectivity</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low-medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1.4. Partial gel structures utilized in metal ion immobilization in IMAC [77].

(a) TED-Me$^{2+}$ chelate

(b) IDA-Me$^{2+}$ chelate

Figure 1.5. Metal ion (Me$^{2+}$) immobilization on gel surface. TED-Me$^{2+}$ chelate only leaves one available orbital for electron donors (a); meanwhile IDA-Me$^{2+}$ chelate provides three available orbitals (b) [77].
The interaction between a protein and immobilized metal ions is achieved by the electron donating side chains on the protein surface which bind to the metal ions by replacing water molecules [77]. Many functional groups including amino acids such as Glu, Tyr, Cys, His, Arg, Lys, Asp, and Met, and the amino-terminal and backbone amide nitrogens can be involved in metal recognition, but fortunately, only histidines and cysteines on protein surface contribute significantly to protein retention [76]. Since reduced cysteines are rarely available on protein surface, histidine-metal interaction is the dominant force in protein retention. Furthermore, histidyl residues in different microenvironments on the protein surface have different affinity for metal ions because of differences in steric accessibility and the pKa of the histidines. Other amino acids contribute to metal affinity by mainly indirectly affecting the pKₐ and accessibility of histidine and solvation of the metal ion and histidine (Table 1.5) [76, 81]. At high enough pH, where the side chains of Lys, Arg, and Tyr are deprotonated, their contribution to protein-metal affinity becomes direct. The contribution of N-terminus to protein retention is small because the separation is often operated at pH ~ 7, where the N-terminus is protonated.

The distribution of histidine residues is also very important [76-78, 82] (Table 1.6). Protein-metal affinity has been shown to be directly proportional to the number of accessible histidines. The formation of multiply coordinated bonds can greatly increase the protein-metal binding strength and, therefore, enhance the selectivity of protein-metal interaction [82]. Furthermore, different histidine distributions on the protein surface show different affinities for immobilized metal ions (Table 1.7) [83]. In some cases (e.g. His, and HisHis),
Table 1.5. Relative contribution of different amino acid side chains and N-terminus of to protein-metal affinity in Cu\(^{2+}\), Ni\(^{2+}\) and Zn\(^{2+}\)-IDA columns [1, 76, 81].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional group</th>
<th>pK(_a)</th>
<th>Contribution</th>
<th>Mechanism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>His</td>
<td>6.04</td>
<td>++++</td>
<td>direct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cys</td>
<td>8.37</td>
<td>++++</td>
<td>direct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asp</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glu</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lys</td>
<td>10.54</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arg</td>
<td>12.48</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyr</td>
<td>10.46</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trp (Aromatic side chain)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>indirect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phe (Aromatic side chain)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>indirect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-terminus</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>direct</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

even though the distribution of histidine residues will not facilitate the formation of multipoint chelating with one metal ion, their presence on a protein surface will still enhance its retention.

The typical IMAC metals are the first row transition metals Cu\(^{2+}\), Zn\(^{2+}\), Ni\(^{2+}\), and Co\(^{2+}\). The protein retention and stability constants for imidazole-metal ion complex on different metals follow the order Cu\(^{2+}\) > Ni\(^{2+}\) > Zn\(^{2+}\) ~ Co\(^{2+}\) [76]. However, their presence at low concentration in protein solution can be potentially toxic when metal ion leakage happens during protein purification, whereas environmentally more tolerable metals, mainly alkaline earth and alkali metals, such as Ca\(^{2+}\) and K\(^+\), have also been studied in order to
Table 1.6. Possible metal-chelation sites in $\alpha$ helix, $\beta$ strand, and reverse $\beta$ turn: (+) means chelation is possible; and (-) means chelation cannot occur. $X$ = amino acid.

(Histidine residues form a metal chelate with one single metal ion) [82].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amino acid sequence</th>
<th>$\alpha$ helix</th>
<th>$\beta$ strand</th>
<th>reverse $\beta$ turn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>His-His</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>His-X-His</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>His-X$_2$-His</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>His-X$_3$-His</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>His-X$_4$-His</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.7. Distribution of surface histidine and immobilized metal ion recognition (IDA-Me$^{2+}$). Where (+) represents retention observed, and (-) represents no retention observed [83].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence/ Me$^{2+}$</th>
<th>Cu$^{2+}$</th>
<th>Ni$^{2+}$</th>
<th>Zn$^{2+}$</th>
<th>Co$^{2+}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-His-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-His(X)$_n$His-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-His (X)$_{2,3}$His-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((\alpha)-helix)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-HisHis-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 20 mM Phosphate buffer (1M NaCl), pH 7.0.
develop less toxic IMAC [84, 85]. Other metals, such as Al\(^{3+}\), Ga\(^{3+}\), In\(^{3+}\), and Tl\(^{3+}\), have also been documented for potential applications in protein purification with IMAC [86, 87]. On the other hand, should undesired metal leaching occur, metal ions in protein solution can be removed by a metal free chelating column following the immobilized metal separation column [77].

During protein adsorption, in order to take full advantage of the specific metal-histidine interaction, high salt concentration adsorption buffer (1M NaCl) (pH 6-8) is usually used to quench non-specific electrostatic interactions [77, 80]. To recover the adsorbed protein, one of three methods can be used: 1) protonation, 2) ligand exchange, and 3) chelate annihilation (Fig. 1.6).

When electron donor groups on protein surface are protonated by applying lower buffer pH during elution, they no longer bind to the metal and the protein is displaced. However, the decreased pH can also cause possible protein activity losses, isoelectric precipitation of proteins, and even bleaching of a metal column (loss of metal ions).

Proteins are eluted at near neutral pH by competing electron donor solutes (for

\[ \text{Matrix} \longrightarrow \text{IDA} \longrightarrow \text{Me}^{2+} \longrightarrow P \]

1) or 2)

\[ \text{Matrix} \longrightarrow \text{IDA} + \text{Me}^{2+} \longrightarrow P \]

3)

Figure 1.6. Schematic illustration of adsorbed protein (P) elution in IMAC by different desorption methods.
example, imidazole) for the ligand exchange mechanism. In this case, column pre-saturation and equilibrating is necessary.

Chelate annihilation occurs when the chelator-Me$^{2+}$ complex itself is destroyed at low pH by a mild chelating agent (histidine) or a strong chelating agent (EDTA), and it results in the elution of protein-Me$^{2+}$ complex [77].

Several models have been applied to describe protein retention in affinity chromatography. These include the Langmuir [88-90], Langmuir-Freundlich [91], Temkin [92, 93], and metal affinity interaction chromatography (MAIC) models [94, 95].

Both the Temkin and MAIC models take into consideration the multipoint interaction between protein and stationary phase (Fig. 1.7), which can well describe the increase in limiting capacity with increasing surface histidine content for what are otherwise identical proteins. However, none of the models describe how a protein with a poly-histidine tail would bind to the immobilized metal ions. Nonetheless, the MAIC model is useful in extracting some protein specific parameters such as the protein binding constant and the number of interaction sites.

![Figure 1.7. Schematic illustration of multiple site interaction during protein adsorption in IMAC.](image-url)
**Protein genetic engineering**

Genetic engineering (recombinant DNA) techniques have long been used to facilitate purification of recombinant proteins with the modifications of the protein matched to the intended purification method [96]. Examples are summarized in Table 1.8. Both site-directed mutagenesis (point mutation) and introduction of an affinity tag by means of a fusion complement (fusion) have been used to introduce the modifications. Using point mutation, a specific amino acid residue on the protein sequence can be replaced by another amino acid. Using genetic fusions, a sequence of amino acids or a complete protein can be attached to either the C or N terminal of a target protein.

In order to perform directed point mutations, not only the primary sequence of a protein has to be known, but also its tertiary structure and functional domains in order to avoid inactivation. On the other hand, adding a fusion tail to a target protein is easier and has succeeded even in the absence of structural information [96, 112, 113]. Moreover, if necessary, the fusion can be removed by specific proteolytic cleavage to maintain the integrity of a target protein after purification. Various fusion tails, from an entire biologically functional protein to a few amino acids (polypeptide), have been used (Table 1.8). Small polypeptide tails, polyarginine and polyglutamic acid tails, have been used to facilitate the purification of target proteins with ion exchange chromatography [102, 105, 109, 110], and polyhistidine tails have been widely used to enhance the interaction of a target protein with immobilized metal ions in IMAC [97-99, 103, 107]. The advantage of using small fusion tails is that the tails usually do not affect the biological functioning of target proteins; hence, it is often not necessary to remove them.
Table 1.8. Examples of proteins genetically engineered for ease of purification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Genetic engineering method</th>
<th>Specific modification</th>
<th>Purification method</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Citrate synthase</td>
<td>C/N-terminal fusion</td>
<td>His(5)*</td>
<td>IMAC</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dihydrofolate reductase</td>
<td>C/N-terminal fusion</td>
<td>His(2,3,4,5,6)</td>
<td>IMAC</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disulfide isomerase</td>
<td>C-terminal fusion</td>
<td>His(6)</td>
<td>IMAC</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F_\text{v} fragment</td>
<td>C-terminal fusion</td>
<td>His(5)</td>
<td>IMAC</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta)-galactosidase</td>
<td>C-terminal fusion</td>
<td>Poly-aspartic acid</td>
<td>Extraction/Pcpt.</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AEC</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta)-galactosidase</td>
<td>N-terminal fusion</td>
<td>His(6)</td>
<td>IMAC</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucoamylase</td>
<td>C/N-terminal fusion</td>
<td>Poly-aspartic acid</td>
<td>Precipitation</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hGH</td>
<td>N-terminal fusion</td>
<td>Poly-Glutamic acid</td>
<td>AEC</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hGRF</td>
<td>Fusion</td>
<td>PhoS</td>
<td>Hydroxylapatite-AC</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV-1 RT</td>
<td>C/N-terminal fusion</td>
<td>His(6)</td>
<td>IMAC</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGF-1</td>
<td>Fusion</td>
<td>Protein A</td>
<td>IgG-AC</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4 lysozyme</td>
<td>Point mutation</td>
<td>Lys to Glu</td>
<td>Extraction</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urogastrone</td>
<td>C-terminal fusion</td>
<td>Polyarginine(5)</td>
<td>CEC</td>
<td>109, 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somatotropin</td>
<td>Point mutation</td>
<td>Amino acids to His</td>
<td>IMAC</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The number in the parentheses is the number of the specific amino acid in the fusion tail.

Like other protein production systems, the development of fusion proteins will also be of importance in improving the downstream processing of the target proteins in recombinant protein production from plant systems [6]. It is one of the goals of this work to provide the information on how fusions can enhance the recovery of a target protein from canola.

**Acronyms**

AEC: anion exchange chromatography  
CEC: cation exchange chromatography  
CM-DASA: carboxymethylated diamino succinic $\alpha,\beta$ acid (metal ion chelating agent in IMAC)  
CM-ASP: carboxymethylated aspartic acid (metal ion chelating agent in IMAC)  
HPLC: high performance liquid chromatography  
IDA: iminodiacetate acid (metal ion chelating agent in IMAC)  
IEC: ion exchange chromatography  
IMAC: immobilized metal affinity chromatography  
MAIC: metal affinity interaction chromatography model  
NTA: nitrilotriacetic acid (metal ion chelating agent in IMAC)  
SDM: stoichiometric displacement model for IEC  
SEC: size exclusion chromatography  
TED: tris (carboxymethyl) ethylene-diamine (metal ion chelating agent in IMAC)  
TEPA: tetraethylene pentamine (metal ion chelating agent in IMAC)
Symbols

$D$: displacing ion concentration in mobile phase (M).

$D_b$: bound ion concentration in stationary phase.

$D_e$: the displacing ion concentration at the beginning of the gradient elution (M).

$D_{(g)}$: the concentration of the displacing ion in the mobile phase which elutes the protein peak in gradient elution.

$G = G'/u$: a measure of the slope of the displacing ion concentration change during gradient.

$G'$: the slope of the gradient described in time scale.

$I$: protein specific constant.

$k'$: protein capacity factor.

$K_e$: protein adsorption equilibrium constant in IEC.

$P_0$: free protein concentration in solution (M).

$P_b$: bound protein concentration in stationary phase.

$t$: elution time (min).

$t_0$: retention time of a non-retained species in IEC under isocratic elution.

$t_R$: the retention time of a retained protein in IEC under isocratic elution.

$u$: the volumetric flow rate (ml/min).

$V_m$: the total volume of the mobile phase in a column.

$V_R$: non-reduced retention volume.

$V'_R = V_R - V_m$: the reduced protein retention volume.

$V_s$: the total volume of the stationary phase in column.
$V_d$: the dead volume of the connecting tubing from the outlet of the gradient generating device to the top of the column.

$Z$: number of binding sites of a protein in SDM in IEC.

$\varphi$: the phase ration of a column (the ratio of stationary and mobile phase volumes).

$\chi$: the shape of the concentration gradient.

$A$: the ionic capacity of the resin in a column.
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CHAPTER 2. PROCESS ENGINEERING STRATEGY FOR RECOMBINANT PROTEIN RECOVERY FROM CANOLA BY CATION EXCHANGE CHROMATOGRAPHY

A paper published in Biotechnology Progress
Chenming Zhang and Charles E. Glatz

Abstract

The suitability of canola as a recombinant protein production host was evaluated in terms of the potential for simple chromatographic recovery by ion exchange. To investigate the influence of the charge of a recombinant protein on recovery from canola, a series of mutants of T4 lysozyme of varying charge were spiked into canola protein extracts and this mixture was fractionated by cation-exchange chromatography. Two different means of charge modification were compared, namely point mutations and fusions.

Point mutations were proved the better means for adding positive charges. A linear relationship between the protein charge and the eluent conductivity, which could be used to guide the genetic engineering for protein recovery from canola, was found. It showed that an increase of +1 charge on T4 lysozyme increased the required conductivity (molarity) of eluent by 0.068 mS/cm (27.8 mM NaCl). For this specific case, T4 lysozyme with a nominal charge of +7 moves the point of elution into a valley between two major native canola protein peaks, where dramatic one-step enrichment can be obtained. Equivalent charge changes provided by polyarginine fusions gave very wide elution patterns that was ascribed
to either proteolytic degradation within the polyarginine fusion or to interaction of the polyarginine with polyanions present in canola.

While the above results came after a dialysis step to adjust the canola extract, elimination of the dialysis step did not significantly influence the purification behavior of the cation-exchange column. However, a more severe resin regeneration scheme was needed in order to maintain the column's performance.

**Introduction**

Plant agriculture is attracting attention for its potential to replace microorganisms for production of large quantities of recombinant proteins. Through genetic engineering of plants or "bio-farming", numerous recombinant proteins, have been expressed successfully (Whitelam, 1995; Goddijn and Pen, 1995; Ponstein et al., 1996). Because of the advantages of ease of scale up of production, established harvesting methods, and ease of storage and transport of the harvested plant material, bio-farming provides an economic way of producing biomass. However, the limited knowledge of expression control and lack of effective and economic downstream protein purification processes limits the use of plants as recombinant protein production hosts.

Canola, long used as an oil source and animal feed, has been explored as a possible host (van Rooijen and Moloney, 1995). The native canola proteins are mainly from two groups - a neutral, high molecular weight, 12S group and a basic, low molecular weight, 2S (or 1.7S) group (Bhatty et al., 1968; Schwenke, 1994). The 2S proteins have an isoelectric point of around 11 and have molecular weights between 12 to 17 kDa (Lönnardal and Janson, 1972; Schwenke et al., 1973; Swanljung, 1970). The amino acid compositions of
proteins in this group are similar, and the proteins consist of two polypeptide chains linked by disulfide bridges (Lönnerdal and Janson, 1972). The main charge character comes from two exposed regions with high accumulation of the basic amino acids lysine and arginine (Schwenke, 1994).

Native canola proteins have been partly characterized by various chromatographic methods (Bhatty et al., 1968; Lönnerdal and Janson, 1972; Rabb et al., 1992; Amarowicz et al., 1993). With focus on the characterization of each individual native protein, a combination of different chromatographic methods, which most often included size exclusion and ion exchange chromatography, were employed in order to obtain the best possible resolution between chromatographic elution protein peaks. 2S proteins were shown to be chromatographically and electrophoretically homogeneous, and they were strongly adsorbed by carboxymethylcellulose (CM-cellulose) (Bhatty et al, 1968). Along with 2S proteins, there is another fraction of proteins, the intermediate fraction (IF), that can be weakly adsorbed by cation exchange at neutral pH (Rabb et al., 1992). These works showed that canola native proteins give relatively simple cation exchange chromatographic profiles. However, none of them evaluated canola seeds as a recombinant protein production host.

Chromatographic methods have been used in plant protein purification (Jervis and Pierpoint, 1989) because of their high resolving power, especially when very large production of a protein is not crucial. Ion-exchange chromatography (IEC) is widely used in purifying proteins of distinctive charges, and genetic engineering methods could be used to confer distinctive charges (Flachel and Friehs, 1993). This can be done by site-directed mutagenesis or attachment of a charged fusion tail. While the former method can best keep the integrity of a protein by avoiding unexpected proteolytic decomposition, the latter is more
flexible in “designing” the charged character without interfering in its stability or functioning (Ford et al., 1991; Wilkinson et al., 1995; Uhlen and Moks, 1990). In addition, the fusion method could be the only option when detailed structural information of a protein required for carrying out site-directed mutagenesis is not available.

Our goals here are to characterize the native canola proteins from the recombinant protein purification standpoint and investigate the effect of protein charge on a single step chromatographic purification. To investigate the charge effect, T4 lysozyme was chosen to be the target protein, because it and its mutants, both point mutation and fusions, are readily available in our lab. Cation exchange chromatography is adopted throughout this work because the target proteins are positively charged at neutral pH. The stability of different mutants in canola protein extract will also be addressed in this paper.

Materials and Methods

T4 lysozyme

T4 lysozyme is a basic protein with an isoelectric point above 9.0 and carries nine positive charges at neutral pH. It has 164 amino acids, and its molecular weight is 16,800 kDa. The T4 lysozyme mutants used in this study were developed using both site-directed mutagenesis and fusions (Table 2.1). The point mutants were developed by replacing surface lysine residues with glutamic acids (Sun et al., 1991). The three mutants are K16E (single mutant), K16/135E (double mutant), and K16/135/147E (triple mutant), respectively, with the number designating the position of the replaced lysines to give variants with charges of +7, +5, and +3 at neutral pH. The fusions were polyarginine tails of 2 (U1) or 4 (U2)
Table 2.1. Charge of T4 lysozyme mutants and fusions at pH=7.0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T4 lysozyme</th>
<th>Net charge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wild type</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K16E, single mutant</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K16/135E, double mutant</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K16/135/147E, triple mutant</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U1, 2 arginines</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U2, 4 arginines</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Arginines attached to the C-terminal of the triple mutant (Fan and Glatz, 1998) providing net charges of +5 and +7, respectively.

**Enzyme production and protein assays**

T4 lysozyme production was induced in *Escherichia coli* by the addition of isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). Extracted protein was purified by cation exchange chromatography (Luther and Glatz, 1994).

Lysozyme activity was measured by the clearing of a *Micrococcus lysodeiktitus* cell suspension (Perry et al., 1965). The concentration of protein was obtained by using Bio-Rad protein assay (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA); the pure T4 lysozyme solution content was also determined by $A_{280}$ based on $e^{1\%}_{280} = 1.28$ (Poteete et al., 1991).

**Preparation of protein extract**

Non-transgenic canola seed was provided by Pioneer Hi-bred International (Johnston, IA). Canola seed was ground, dehulled, and flaked before oil extraction. The defatted
canola meal was obtained by two stages, 30 minutes each, of cold n-hexane extraction with a ratio of 1g seed/20 ml solvent. The final oil content of the canola meal is < 2% (w/w).

Native canola proteins were extracted into 50 mM sodium phosphate (NaPi) buffer (pH=7.0) at 1:10 (w/v) for 30 minutes with mild stirring. The protein concentration of the extract after centrifugation and filtration by a 0.22 μm syringe filter was 30 ± 5 mg/ml. Then the protein extract was dialyzed (1:400; Spectra/Pro®1 membrane tube; MWCO 6-8,000; Spectrum, Laguna Hills, CA) at 4°C for at least 36 hours against 20 mM NaPi (pH=7.0), which was the equilibrating buffer for ion exchange chromatography, with one fresh buffer change at around 18 hours into dialysis. After dialysis, the extract was filtered through a 0.22 μm syringe filter again to remove precipitates developed during dialysis. The protein concentration of the final filtrate was 12 ± 1 mg/ml.

**Chromatography**

The flow chart of the experimental procedures is shown in Figure 2.1. Native canola proteins were characterized by both cation-exchange and anion-exchange chromatography. Cation-exchange chromatography (CIEC) was then used throughout since the target protein, T4 lysozyme, is positively charged at the experimental condition of pH 7.0. During each chromatographic run, 6 ml of sample was loaded to the column. After 60 ml of washing by 20 mM NaPi, pH 7.0 (buffer A), linear gradient elution from buffer A to 20 mM NaPi with 500 mM NaCl, pH=7.0 (buffer B) was applied in order to elute bound proteins. Meanwhile 5 ml fractions were collected for later activity assay to identify where the spiked T4 lysozyme was eluted. 1 ml/min flow rate was used for all the chromatographic experiments.
As a simpler alternative, dialysis was eliminated and the canola protein extract was loaded to a column directly after centrifugation and filtration (Fig. 2.1). All other parameters were unchanged.

Column regeneration was accomplished by serial washing with 20 ml of buffer B, 20 ml 0.1M HCl, 20 ml of buffer B (20/20/20), and then washing to baseline by buffer A. After using non-dialyzed sample, regeneration volumes were increased to 40/40/40, respectively.

All columns were packed to a bed height of 6.5± 0.2 cm in 1x10 Econo columns (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). Chromatography was performed by using a Fast Performance Liquid Chromatography (FPLC) system controlled by BioLogic software (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA).

Figure 2.1. Flow chart for the extraction and fractionation. One alternative eliminates the dialysis step (the dashed line box)
Chemicals and materials

All chemicals were purchased from Fisher (Itasca, IL). *Micrococcus lysodeiktikus* and all the resins were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO).

Results and Discussion

Characterization of native canola proteins

Figure 2.2 shows the chromatographic profiles of native canola protein for cation and anion-exchange chromatography. Both chromatograms show rather simple elution patterns of native canola proteins. With cation-exchange chromatography, all bound canola proteins can be eluted into two major peaks with a wide, low background valley in between. This provides a potential elution site for a genetically engineered protein. With anion-exchange chromatography, there are three visible native canola protein peaks. Gaps between the peaks also provide potential elution sites for negatively charged proteins at neutral pH. Moreover, both of the chromatograms show patterns similar to those obtained by Finlayson (Finlayson, 1966) who used a pH gradient in both weak anion and cation exchange chromatography.

From our experimental results (Fig. 2.3), the only difference between using strong or weak cation exchange chromatography is the ionic strength at which the peaks were eluted, even though CM type resin does provides a broader valley to target a protein. The simple chromatographic elution behavior of 2S proteins of canola (Bhatty et al., 1968) is evident with a single elution peak eluted at high salt concentration.

T4 lysozyme purification

Figure 2.4 shows the elution profiles of canola samples spiked with different point-mutated T4 lysozymes, and Figure 2.5 shows the corresponding activity assay results.
Figure 2.2. Comparison of native canola protein elution profiles between cation and anion-exchange chromatography. Cation exchanger: Sulfopropyl Sephadex (SP); anion exchanger: Diethyl[2-hydroxypropyl]aminoethyl Sephadex (QAE). All the chromatographic experiments were carried out using same linear gradient program.
Figure 2.3. Comparison of weak (CM) and strong (SP) cation exchange columns in separation of native canola proteins. CM = Carboxymethyl Sephadex.
Figure 2.4. Comparison of chromatograms of different canola samples with spiked T4 lysozymes by cation exchange chromatography. 2 ml of T4 lysozyme stock solution (~1mg/ml) was added into 8 ml of canola protein extract. Cation exchanger: SP. CC: Canola Control; WTSC: Wild-Type T4 lysozyme Spiked Canola sample; SSC: Single mutant T4 lysozyme (K16E) Spiked Canola sample; DSC: Double mutant T4 lysozyme (K16/135E) Spiked Canola sample. Linear gradient started at 1.7 hours. The peak before the gradient started was due to incomplete dialysis. Repeated experiment with 72 hours of dialysis showed no such a peak.
Figure 2.5. Superposition on the native canola profile of lysozyme activity assays from separate injections of each of the point mutant series spiked canola extract.

Absorbance at 280 nm of canola extract (UV-CC) is shown at the left ordinate, and the activity (Act.) of lysozyme is shown at the right ordinate. TSC: Triple mutant T4 lysozyme (K16/135/147E) Spiked Canola sample. Other nomenclatures see Fig. 2.4 caption.
From Fig. 2.4 and 2.5, charges of T4 lysozymes have a significant influence on their retention behavior. Single mutant T4 lysozyme spiked canola sample gives a noticeable peak in the space between the two native canola protein peaks (Fig. 2.4), while other point mutants overlap with one or the other of the two native peaks. 60% of the single mutant T4 lysozyme loaded to the column was recovered from this peak, which also had 90% of the lysozyme activity detected in fractions collected after gradient elution started. Fig. 2.6 shows the gel electrophoresis result of the IEC fractions of single mutant T4 lysozyme spiked canola sample. Besides the lysozyme band, there are four detectable bands indicating four contaminating proteins. Two of them with a molecular weight around 35 kDa (too weak to be seen) and the other two with a molecular weight less than 14 kDa (one of them can be seen in Fig. 2.6, and the other one has a slightly higher molecular weight). However, the estimated lysozyme purity from the band intensity on the gel was higher than 90%.

On the other hand, the fusion-spiked canola extracts show lysozyme activity spread over many fractions with two main activity peaks (Fig. 2.7). U2 T4 lysozyme, which carries the same charge as single-mutant T4 lysozyme, does show an activity peak at the same location where single-mutant T4 lysozyme would elute. However, only 66% of total lysozyme activity was recovered in this peak compared to 90% for single-mutant T4 lysozyme activity. This indicates a low recovery for the fusion strategy. Of the two main activity peaks seen for each fusion protein (Fig. 2.7), the later one corresponds to where the point mutant with the same charge would be eluted, while the earlier corresponds to that of triple mutant T4 lysozyme without the fusion tail. Evidently, the tails were degraded by proteases in the canola extract. A less likely explanation is that polyanions found in canola, mainly pectic acid and phytic acid (Schwenke et al., 1991; Evans et al., 1982; Siy and Talbot,
Figure 2.6. SDS-PAGE of those fractions from IEC of canola extract spiked with single mutant T4 lysozyme (K16E) showing activity. Lane 1: Single mutant T4 lysozyme stock solution; Lane 2-7: IEC fractions comprising the peak in Fig. 2.4 (UV-SSC). Lane 4 corresponds to the activity peak in Fig. 2.5 (SSC-Act.). All fractions were concentrated about 26-fold before loading to the gel.
Figure 2.7. Relative retention times of fusion T4 lysozymes (U1 and U2) compared to that of native canola proteins. Cation exchanger: SP.
1982), are present in the extract and interfere with binding the positively charged fusion proteins and the ion exchanger. Pectic acid (cellulose sulphates) and phytic acid (poly phosphate) binding to the high charge density area of the tail would block the intended stronger binding of fusions to the column.

Nevertheless, T4 lysozyme and its mutants demonstrate the ability to improve the ease of purification from canola by manipulation of charge. Single-mutant T4 lysozyme with a positive charge of 7 at neutral pH can be enriched 35 times from a canola protein extract by this single chromatographic step. Other point-mutant T4 lysozymes were eluted with one of the two major native canola protein peaks. Subjected to the influence of polyanions and protease activity, polyarginine fusions do not show advantages over point mutations in the canola system. An alternative would be to use polyanionic fusions, which in microbial systems have not had the same susceptibility to proteolysis as polyarginine fusions (Ford et al., 1991; Zhao et al., 1990).

Figure 2.8 shows the relationship between the conductivity at elution (y, mS/cm) and the charge at pH 7 (x) of each mutant. The results are fitted by linear relationship on point mutant and WT T4 lysozymes,

\[ y = -0.078 + 0.068 * x \] \[ (R^2 = 0.99) \]

Based on the above equation, one additional positive charge on a protein would increase the conductivity of an eluent by 0.068 mS/cm, which corresponds to an increase of 27.8 mM NaCl in 20 mM NaPi (27.8 mM NaCl/charge). Previous studies on human urogastrone (Sassenfeld and Brewer, 1984) and β-galactosidase (Zhao et al., 1990; Heng and Glatz, 1993) showed different increments in elution buffer ionic strength per added charge. In the
Figure 2.8. Eluent conductivity at which each T4 lysozyme is eluted at pH 7.0, and the linear regression is performed among values obtained from point mutant series.
case of human urogastrone, five additional arginines at the carboxyl terminus increased the concentration of NaCl of eluent from 50 mM to 400 mM in Tris/urea buffer (5M urea, 40 mM Tris-acetate, pH 5.5), which corresponds to 70 mM/charge. In the case of β-galactosidase, polyaspartic acid tails with 1, 5, and 11 of aspartic acid residues at the carboxyl terminus provided additional charges to change the elution profile of β-galactosidase in anion-exchange chromatography (AEC) (Zhao et al., 1990) and hollow fiber ion-exchange membrane adsorption (HFIEM) (Heng and Glatz, 1993). In AIEC, an average of 18.2 mM NaCl/charge (0.1 M NaPi, pH 6.0) of increase was reported, and for HFIEM, the increase per additional charge is 13.6 mM NaCl (0.089 M NaPi, pH 5.7) during elution. These are summarized in Table 2.2. The difference in increment of NaCl per additional charge during elution is probably due to the pH of buffers used, systems which proteins are to be purified from, the protein size, and the retention medium used in separation.

Nonetheless, with the above equation, a reasonable prediction of when a protein would be eluted from the column could be made given the charge it carries. This can guide how the genetic engineering work should be done for a recombinant protein which would be produced with canola as the production host. There are two targeting elution sites for positively charged recombinant proteins; one is between the two native canola protein peaks, and the other is after the second native canola peak. If without altering the identity (secondary structure and activity) of a protein, the protein can be genetically engineered to carry +13 charge, from the relationship we obtained, it would be eluted at a buffer conductivity of 0.81±0.01 mS/cm, which corresponds to a salt concentration of 300±4 mM NaCl in 20 mM NaPi. When this charge level is not possible, the protein can be targeted to the gap between the native canola protein peaks with a charge of +7. However, since this
Table 2.2. Comparison of the increment in salt concentration per added charge for protein elution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Human Urogastrone</th>
<th>β-galactosidase</th>
<th>T4 lysozyme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Molecular weight (k Da)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>116.4</td>
<td>16.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation method</td>
<td>CEC</td>
<td>AEC</td>
<td>HFIEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System</td>
<td><em>E. coli</em> fermentation</td>
<td><em>E. coli</em> fermentation</td>
<td><em>E. coli</em> fermentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer and pH</td>
<td>5 M Urea, 40 mM Tris-acetate, pH 5.5</td>
<td>0.1 M NaPi, pH 6.0</td>
<td>0.089 M NaPi pH 5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elution method</td>
<td>Gradient</td>
<td>Step</td>
<td>Step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ mM NaCl/Charge</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Sassenfeld and Brewer, 1984; Gregiry and Preston, 1977</td>
<td>Zhao et al., 1990</td>
<td>Heng and Glatz, 1993</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
equation was obtained by studying a relatively small protein (~17 kDa), the application to large proteins should be done relative to the observed elution point of the unaltered protein.

**Process modification**

Eliminating the dialysis step for buffer exchange would simplify the process and shorten the processing time. Two alternatives were examined to eliminate the dialysis step: one was to change the protein extraction buffer to the column equilibrating buffer, and the other was to eliminate the dialysis without changing the extraction buffer.

Figure 2.9 is the comparison between the chromatograms of canola protein samples extracted by 20 mM NaPi and 50 mM NaPi (pH=7.0), respectively, but without dialysis before loading (Fig. 2.1). The total protein extracted at 20 mM NaPi is 25% less than that at 50 mM NaPi, but from the peak areas in the chromatograms in Fig. 2.9 (peak 1 and 2), the total basic proteins extracted are similar. Nevertheless, the space between the two native canola peaks remains the same for both extraction buffers used.

Figure 2.10 is the chromatogram of the single-mutant T4 lysozyme-spiked canola protein extract (50 mM NaPi) without the dialysis step. The spiked single-mutant T4 lysozyme still elutes between the two native canola protein peaks. The single-mutant peak shifts to the right in Fig. 2.10 compared to Fig. 2.3, because the washing time after loading the sample was increased by 120 minutes (1ml/min) in order to obtain a good baseline before the linear gradient was started.

Compared to dialyzed samples (Fig. 2.2), the non-dialyzed canola samples (Fig. 2.9) show a larger peak after loading the samples and before the gradient elution was started. This group of proteins was partially eliminated during sample dialysis largely due to precipitation, and the precipitation was significant at the end of dialysis. Gel electrophoresis
Figure 2.9. Comparison of different extraction buffers when dialysis was not performed before IEC. Cation exchanger: SP. Linear gradient elution started at ~1.7 hour.
Figure 2.10. IEC profile of single mutant T4 lysozyme spiked canola sample with 50 mM NaPi as the extraction buffer and without dialysis before IEC. Cation exchanger: SP. Sample loaded to column was 6 ml. Washing time after loading was 180 minutes. Linear gradient started at ~3.5 hour.
(not shown here) on fractions with T4 lysozyme activity (Fig. 2.10) shows higher intensities than the corresponding fractions of dialyzed sample (UV-SSC in Fig. 2.4, SSC-Act. in Fig. 2.5) on corresponding bands in Fig. 2.6. In addition, there were four more very weak bands for the fractions of non-dialyzed sample, two at 30 kDa and the other two around 66 kDa. So, the dialysis step not only exchanges the buffer to a lower ionic strength (50 mM NaPi to 20 mM NaPi) but also acts as a pre-separation step to eliminate some native canola proteins, predominantly some weakly binding proteins. However, the eliminated proteins do not influence the purification performance of a highly charged (such as +7.0 or more) recombinant protein except slightly higher concentrations of contaminating proteins in corresponding fractions. In addition, the recovery of single-mutant T4 lysozyme from a non-dialyzed sample (>80%) is significantly higher than the recovery from a dialyzed sample (~60%). This is probably because some T4 lysozyme was precipitated during dialysis.

The drawback of no dialysis is that the fouling of the column was severe, which was mainly due to plugging by various precipitates, e.g. lipids, proteins, and other fine particles. This altered the flow rate/pressure drop through the column. Furthermore, when 50 mM NaPi buffer was used in extraction, the column fouling was more serious, since the equilibrating buffer was 20 mM NaPi. The decrease of the salt concentration might cause some proteins to precipitate once the sample was loaded to the column. Regeneration with 0.5 M NaOH was needed to recover column performance.

**Conclusions**

Canola as a recombinant protein production host offers opportunity for selective recovery of the recombinant protein by IEC. A charge change of -2 in wild-type T4
lysozyme permits its selective recovery in a single cation exchange chromatographic step. A linear relationship between the protein charge and the eluent ionic strength was found. This could be used to guide a genetic engineering work on a recombinant protein with canola as a host. Charge distribution on T4 lysozymes is not very important from our results. Fusions and point mutations have the same retentions when their charges are the same. However, performance of the polyarginine fusions is severely compromised by canola extract components.

Dialysis of extracts acted as a pre-purification step by eliminating some proteins weakly bound to the cation exchanger as a result of precipitation during the dialysis step. However, the dialysis step could be eliminated in order to simplify and shorten the purification processes. The same separation performance was still achieved in the case of purifying single-mutant T4 lysozyme, but column fouling increased.

Notation

AIEC    Anion exchange chromatography
CC      Canola control
ClEC    Cation exchange chromatography
CM      Carboxymethyl Sephadex, weak cation exchanger
DSC     Double mutant T4 lysozyme (K16/135E) spiked canola sample
HFIEM   Hollow fiber ion-exchange membrane adsorption
QAE     Diethyl[2-hydroxypropyl]aminoethyl Sephadex, strong anion exchanger
SP      Sulfopropyl Sephadex, strong cation exchanger
SSC     Single mutant T4 lysozyme (K16E) spiked canola sample
TSC  Triple mutant T4 lysozyme (K16/135/147E) spiked canola sample
U1  Triple mutant T4 lysozyme with a fusion tail of 2 arginines
U2  Triple mutant T4 lysozyme with a fusion tail of 4 arginines
WTSC  Wild-Type T4 lysozyme spiked canola sample
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CHAPTER 3. GENETIC ENGINEERING STRATEGIES FOR PURIFICATION OF RECOMBINANT PROTEINS FROM CANOLA BY ANION EXCHANGE CHROMATOGRAPHY: AN EXAMPLE OF β-GLUCURONIDASE
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Abstract

The elution behavior of native canola proteins from different anion exchange resins was determined. The elution profiles showed the potential for simplified recovery of acidic recombinant proteins from canola. When Q-sepharose fast flow was used, there were three possible sites to target the elution of a recombinant protein for minimal contamination with native proteins. The feasibility of targeting these sites was assessed using the acidic protein β-glucuronidase (GUS/GUSD0) along with three polyaspartate fusions to the wild-type Escherichia coli GUS. The fusions contained 5 (GUSD5), 10 (GUSD10), or 15 (GUSD15) aspartic acids fused to the C-terminus and were chosen to extend the elution time. The three fusions and the wild-type were produced in E. coli, purified, and added to canola extracts before chromatography. As a control to assess the equivalence of behavior of a protein produced in transgenic canola and these spiked experiments, an extract of transgenic canola
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expressing the wild-type GUS was also treated by the same chromatographic procedure. Behaviors of the transgenic and spiked versions were equivalent. As to position in the elution profile, GUSD0 was eluted at the first target site, and with the additional charges, the fusions were moved to the second site, which provided better selectivity for protein recovery. If one assumes binding through a single fusion (the protein is a tetramer), there is a nearly linear shift in elution within the salt gradient of 17 mM per added charge up to 10 with a reduced increment from 10 to 15. An additional benefit to the strategy of charge manipulation in transgenic canola is that the fusions and their enzymatic activity proved very stable in the extracts through seven days in cold storage, providing flexibility in process scheduling.

**Introduction**

Plants are alternative hosts to microbial systems for recombinant protein production. Many proteins have been expressed in plants including tobacco (Pen et al., 1992; Verwoed et al., 1995), corn (Hood et al., 1997), potato (Wilmitzer et al., 1992; Sijmons et al., 1990), canola (Krebers and van de Kerckhove, 1990; Vandekerckhove et al., 1989; Pharmenter et al., 1995), and alfalfa (Austin et al., 1994). Expressed proteins include both pharmaceutical proteins (erythropoietin, Matsumoto et al., 1993) and industrial proteins (phytase, Verwoed et al., 1995), with sizes ranging from 600 (malarial epitopes, Turpen et al., 1995) to 80,000 Da per subunit (phytase, Verwoed et al., 1995) (for more complete list, see Kusnadi et al., 1997). However, there are still two challenges standing in the way of using transgenic plants to produce large quantities of recombinant proteins, namely, to increase the protein
expression level and to recover the expressed protein effectively in downstream processing. The latter problem is addressed here.

Protein recovery from transgenic plants is generally considered difficult because of the large quantity of biomass to be handled (Kusnadi et al., 1997; Whitelam et al., 1993; Whitelam, 1995). Concentration and purification in the initial steps would reduce the recovery costs significantly (Goddijn and Pen, 1995). A proper choice of host can simplify the recovery if the native proteins have very different properties from the recombinant protein. Additionally, purification fusions can add control of the recombinant protein properties to ensure a favorable match with a host (Zhang and Glatz, 1999; Flaschel and Friehs, 1993; Whitelam et al., 1993). Previous studies have shown that properly designed recombinant proteins can facilitate their purification from plants in down steam processing. van Rooijen and Moloney (1995) used oleosins (oil body proteins) as fusions to target GUS to canola oil body to separate GUS from the majority of the seed proteins by a single flotation centrifugation step (13-fold enrichment), and Zhang and Glatz (1999) demonstrated that with a properly controlled charge, T4 lysozyme could be purified by a single step cation exchange chromatography from canola extract with high purity (~90%).

Canola meets the following requirements to be a host for recombinant protein production: seeds or tubers as the protein storage organs to allow long periods of storage (Kusnadi et al., 1997; Austin et al., 1994; Whitelam, 1995; Fiedler and Conrad, 1995); existing large scale production for non-proteinaceous products - starch or oil (Whitelam et al., 1993); low level of toxic components, such as alkaloids, especially for immunotherapeutical and pharmaceutical proteins (Moffat, 1995; Goddijn and Pen, 1995); and known transformation systems.
This paper continues our work of examining canola from the perspective of ease of protein recovery. As reviewed by Zhang and Glatz (1999), canola has a simple storage protein composition. The two major storage proteins, 2S and 12S, have isoelectric point of 11 and 7, respectively (Bhatty et al., 1968; Schwenke, 1994; Lönnerdal and Janson, 1972; Schwenke et al., 1981), and the 12S protein may undergo dissociation into 7S components (molecular weight ~ 150,000 Da) at low ionic strength ($\mu<0.5$) and further into 2-3S protein at low or extremely high pH with the presence of urea (Plietz et al., 1983; Bhatty et al., 1968; Schwenke and Linow, 1982; Schwenke et al., 1983). The nature of the native canola proteins offers an opportunity to produce acidic proteins with pI values less than 7. Presumably, those neutral and basic canola storage proteins would not bind or not bind strongly to an anion exchanger at pH 7.0, allowing a rather simple downstream process for recovering a negatively-charged recombinant protein.

Protein instability during separation is a potential problem. As heterologous proteins, recombinant proteins are susceptible to proteolytic degradation (Flaschel and Friehs, 1993). Polyarginine fusions have shown degradation within the polyarginine portion in canola extracts (Zhang and Glatz, 1999). Highly oxidizing components in some plant systems can destroy enzymatic activity (Jefferson and Wilson, 1991), while other components (such as phenolic acids and condensed tannins) may form complexes with proteins and inhibit enzyme activity (Naczk, et al., 1998; Karamac and Amarowicz, 1997; Loomis, 1974; Naczk, et al., 1994; Goldstein and Swain, 1965) or result in protein precipitation (Hagerman and Butler, 1978).

$\beta$-Glucuronidase (GUS) is chosen as the model target protein in this work. It is well characterized, but more importantly, it is absent from most higher plants (such as wheat,
tobacco, potato, and canola) to allow easy identification by enzymatic assays (Jefferson et al., 1986; Jefferson et al., 1987; Jefferson and Wilson, 1991). GUS is also very stable, and its enzymatic reaction can be carried out under a broad range of ionic conditions and pH's (Jefferson and Wilson, 1991). In addition, transgenic canola seed carrying the wild-type GUS was available.

In this paper, the elution behavior of native canola proteins on several anion exchangers is examined to look for where in the profile proteins are absent. For one exchanger, the GUS charged fusions are spiked into non-transgenic canola protein extract to assess the ability to target elution with fusion design. Experiments with protein extract obtained from transgenic canola with recombinant GUS are used as controls to assess the validity of the spiking approach, which eliminates the lengthy and costly procedure of producing quantities of several types of transgenic seed.

Materials and Methods

GUS gene construction in *E. coli*

The wild-type *E. coli* GUS coding region containing no carboxy terminal aspartate residues (GUSD0) was cloned as an NcoI/HpaI fragment into the NcoI/XhoI (blunt) sites of the *E. coli* expression vector pET15b (Novagen, Madison, WI). This eliminated the six histidine fusion tag found on pET15b. An oligonucleotide coding for the polyaspartate tail (either 5, 10, or 15) was fused by PCR amplification to the 3' end of the GUS open reading frame immediately upstream of the termination codon. The resulting PCR products were ligated into the pCR-2.1-TOPO vector (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) according to the manufacturer's recommended protocol and confirmed by sequencing. The correct D5, D10,
and D15 fragments were subcloned back into the GUSD0/pET15b construct resulting in the full-length variants (named as GUSD0, GUSD5, GUSD10, and GUSD15 according to the number of aspartates on the fusion tail, respectively). These constructs were confirmed by sequencing and transformed into BL21(DE3) (Novagen, Madison, WI) cell lines for expression.

**GUS and its production and purification**

Estimated from its amino acid composition, the *E. coli* GUS has a pI of about 5.5. It is a tetramer, and each of the monomers has a molecular weight of ~68000 (Jefferson et al., 1986). The estimated net charge for each fusion at pH 7.0 is summarized in Table 3.1.

The *E. coli* strains coded for GUSD0 and its fusions were cultured in LBH media. GUS expression was induced by addition of isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). Harvested cells were resuspended in buffer containing 10mM Tris-HCl, 1mM EDTA, and 10mM 2-mercaptoethanol (pH 7.0) (Blanco and Nemoz, 1987), and disrupted by sonication after the addition of phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF, 2mM, Jefferson and Wilson, 1991) to inhibit *E. coli* proteases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mutants</th>
<th>No. of aspartates in tail</th>
<th>Estimated charge at pH 7.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GUSD0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUSD5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUSD10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUSD15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-135</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GUS was purified from the *E. coli* cell extract by a combination of affinity and anion exchange chromatography. Among several reported affinity absorbents that had been used in GUS purification (saccharolactone, *o*-aminophenyl-β-D-glucuronide (Harris et al., 1973), and thiophenyl-β-D-glucuronide (Blanco and Nemoz, 1987)), saccharolactone was selected because of its commercial availability. For GUSD5, GUSD10, and GUSD15, two steps of affinity chromatography (saccharolactone immobilized on cross-linked 4% beaded agarose, Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and one more step of strong anion exchange chromatography (Q-sepharose fast flow, Sigma, St. Louis, MO) were used. In the case of GUSD0, weak anion exchange chromatography (DEAE-sepharose fast flow, Sigma, St. Louis, MO) was used to replace the strong anion exchanger because the latter could not separate GUSD0 from several contaminants. The final recoveries for all the proteins were close to 50%, and SDS-PAGE showed no significant contaminant proteins.

For affinity chromatography, 10 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.0 was used as the equilibration buffer, and the high salt elution buffer was equilibration buffer with 0.5 M NaCl. A linear gradient elution was used for the first affinity chromatography, and mixed step and gradient elution were used for the second affinity chromatography. For anion exchange chromatography, 50 mM NaPi pH 7.0 was used as the equilibration buffer, and the high salt elution buffer was 50 mM NaPi, 1 M NaCl pH 7.0. GUS fusions were purified by simple linear gradient elution, and mixed step and gradient elution were used in order to obtain purest possible GUSD0.

**Protein assays**

The GUS assay is based on its ability to hydrolyze *p*-nitrophenyl β-D-glucosiduronic acid (PNPG) to release chromophore *p*-nitrophenol (Kato et al., 1960; Jefferson and Wilson,
GUS activity is expressed as unit/mL, and one unit of GUS liberates 1 nmol p-nitrophenol/min from PNPG at 37 °C and pH 7.0. The assay protocol is developed based on the method of Jefferson and Wilson (1991), which used 1 mM PNPG in extraction GUS extraction buffer as assay buffer. The reaction buffer is 50 mM NaPi pH 7.0 containing 10 mM 2-mercaptoethanol and 1 mM EDTA, and the substrate is 80 mM PNPG in 50 mM NaPi pH 7.0. To measure a sample's GUS activity, 950 μL of the reaction buffer, 25 μL of the substrate, and 25 μL of the sample are mixed together in a cuvette, and the cuvette is kept at 37 °C throughout the assay and monitored at 405 nm to obtain the reaction rate for activity calculation.

The concentration of protein was obtained by Bio-Rad protein assay (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA), with bovine serum albumin (BSA) as the standard.

Canola protein extract

Both non-transgenic and transgenic canola seed were provided by Pioneer Hi-Bred International (Johnston, IA). Non-transgenic canola seed was ground, dehulled, and flaked before oil extraction, and the defatted meal was obtained by two stages, 30 min each, of n-hexane extraction (1 g seed/20 mL of hexane) at room temperature (Zhang and Glatz, 1999). The final oil content was < 2% (w/w). Transgenic canola meal was flaked and dehulled, and oil extraction was carried out by n-hexane at 60 °C for six stage cross current operation (6 min each stage) with a ratio of 1 g of seed /3 mL of solvent. The final oil content was ~4% (w/w).

Canola extract was obtained by mixing 50 mM NaPi (pH 7.0) with defatted canola meal at 1:10 (w/v) for 30 min (Zhang and Glatz, 1999). The extract protein concentrations
were 23 ± 2 mg/mL and 15 ± 2 mg/mL for non-transgenic and transgenic canola, respectively.

**Anion exchange chromatography**

Chromatographic experiments were carried out by using a fast performance liquid chromatography (FPLC) system controlled by BioLogic software (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). The equilibrating buffer was 50 mM NaPi pH 7.0 (Buffer A) and the high salt elution buffer was 50 mM NaPi, 1 M NaCl pH 7.0 (Buffer B) for all resins. Except where noted, Q-sepharose fast flow (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) was used as the ion exchanger for canola experiments, and 5 ml of sample was loaded onto the column by an injection loop. For spiked samples, 3 mL of canola protein extract was mixed with 2 mL of GUS stock solution prior to injection (0.4 - 1 wt% of total protein as GUS). Protein elution was accomplished by applying a linear gradient from buffer A to buffer B with a slope of 2 mM NaCl/min. 1 mL/min flow rate was adapted for all chromatographic experiments, and fractions were collected for later GUS activity assay. The schematic experimental procedures were illustrated in Zhang and Glatz (1998).

The columns were packed to a bed height of 6.5 ± 0.2 cm in 1 x 10 Econo columns (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). Regeneration was by application of 40 mL of 0.5 M NaOH followed by 40 mL of buffer B, and washing to baseline by buffer A before the next chromatographic run.

**GUS stability in canola extract**

Samples were prepared by mixing canola protein extract with GUS stock solution at a 3:2 ratio (v/v). The samples were kept at 4 °C for 7 days, and the GUS activity was measured daily. After seven days, samples of the stored material were loaded to the Q-
sepahrose column and eluted as above. GUS activity assays were performed on collected fractions to identify the elution of GUS and its fusions.

**Chemicals and materials**

Sodium phosphate and EDTA were purchased from Fisher (Itasca, IL). The dye reagent for protein assay and the gels (4-15% Tris-HCl gradient) for polyacrylamide electrophoresis were purchased from Bio-Rad (Hercules, CA). All anion exchange resins, affinity resin (Saccharolactone immobilized on cross-linked 4% beaded agarose), BSA standard, and other chemicals were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO).

**Results and Discussion**

**Canola as a host for producing negatively charged recombinant proteins**

Figure 3.1 shows that most canola proteins do not bind to the three anion exchange resins as we expected from the basic pI values of the bulk native canola proteins. Those proteins that bound could be eluted by a simple salt gradient. When weak anion exchangers are used (DEAE-sepharose fast flow or DEAE-sepharose cross-linked, 6%), the bound protein is separated into two peaks, and the shoulder on the first peak indicates an unresolved peak. The strong anion exchanger, Q-sepharose fast flow, shows a higher resolving power, and the bound protein is separated into three peaks. The Q-sepharose fast flow was used for all subsequent chromatographic experiments.

The native canola protein profile on Q-sepharose fast flow is replotted in Figure 3.2 to show the extent of “contamination” that would co-elute with any recombinant protein being purified. The mass balance indicates that unbound protein accounts for ca. 90% of total protein loaded to the column, while the first peak eluting in the gradient elution
Figure 3.1. Native canola protein elution profiles on different anion exchangers. 6 mL of canola extract was loaded to the column. Gradient elution starts at 3.6 hr (217 min). The two arrows point to the shoulders on the first canola protein peak. Q: functional group is -CH$_2$N'(CH$_3$)$_3$. DEAE: diethylaminoethyl.
Figure 3.2. Native canola protein elution profile on Q-sepharose fast flow. Arrows point to possible sites to target a genetically engineered protein. Values at the bottom of the corresponding peak indicate the mass percentage of the peak relative to the total loading.
accounts for ca. 7%. The three arrows point to the relatively low background sites where a genetically engineered protein could be targeted to facilitate its purification. Site I is at relatively low salt concentration during gradient elution and has a higher native canola protein background than site II and III. Site III is at very high salt concentration with very low background. It would be the best site to target a protein if possible. Meanwhile, site II provides a compromise between Site I and III. Even if these target sites were not hit, if a recombinant protein were produced in canola and could be eluted after the first bound protein peak, at least 97% of native canola proteins would be eliminated by just one step of anion exchange chromatography. If a protein could be targeted at one of the indicated sites, better purification performance would be expected.

**Spiked canola experiment as a model for transgenic canola**

The elution profiles (activity peaks) for separate injections of extracts of transgenic canola (expressing GUSD0) and extracts of non-transgenic canola spiked with purified GUSD0 are overlaid in Figure 3.3. The behavior is nearly identical. The slightly earlier elution for the transgenic could be the result of the lower GUS loading for the transgenic (ca. 1000 units, compared to ca. 60000 unites for spiked GUSD0). This gives some basis for the validity of using the spiking experiments to screen potential fusion strategies and hence, reduce the number of candidates for which plant transformants need to be developed.

**The purification of GUSD0 and its fusions**

The locations where the GUS fusions elute amid the native canola proteins is easily viewed by superimposing the activity assay results from the separate chromatographic runs for the canola samples spiked with each of the fusions in turn (Figure 3.4). The first canola protein peak eluted in Figure 3.4 differs from that of Figure 3.2 in being resolved into two
Figure 3.3. Comparison of GUSD0 elution in spiked canola sample and transgenic canola sample (TGUSD0). The activity of spiked GUS has been divided by 15 in order to fit in the same coordinate with that of TGUSD0. Activity unit = u/mL.
Figure 3.4. Superimpose of GUS activity of different fusions on native canola protein profile.

Only part of the profile (4-12 hours) is shown here. 5 mL of spiked samples (for canola control, 3 mL of canola extract + 2 mL of extraction buffer) was loaded. Gradient elution starts at 4.7 hr (280 min). * The actual GUS activity has been multiplied by a factor so all the fusion activity could be fitted in the same window. For GUSD0, actual activity (U/mL) = (value in figure)*5000, for the other three fusions, actual activity (U/mL) = (value in figure)*2500. The arrows point to the possible protein target sites.
peaks. This is because the decreased total protein loading (~50% of the loading in Figure 3.2) improves resolution. GUSD0 is eluted close to site I, and its tail overlaps with the front of the native canola protein peak eluted at higher salt concentration. The addition of polyaspartate tails moves GUSD5, GUSD10, and GUSD15 to successively longer retention with GUSD15 eluting near site II. The shift on going from 10 to 15 aspartates has a lesser impact on elution than seen in going from 0 to 5 to 10. The reasons for this are being explored via a closer study of the mechanism of binding (Zhang et al., in preparation), but a similar observation has been made for fusions to β-galactosidase (Zhao, et al., 1990; Heng and Glatz, 1995). The trend, however, does imply that site III is out of reach for GUS even with use of longer polyaspartate tails.

The gain in selectivity realized by the addition of tails to reach site II is seen both in the SDS-PAGE gels (Figure 3.5) and the calculated specific activities and enrichment factors (Table 3.2). In Figure 3.5, for GUSD0 (a), fractions have many native canola protein contaminants with molecular weights below 30000 and several other higher molecular weight contaminants (some of them are too faint to be seen). In contrast, for GUSD10 (b), eluting near site II, the contamination level and number of contaminants are significantly decreased. The same conclusion can be reached from the results for final specific activity and enrichment factor shown in Table 3.2. From GUSD0 to GUSD15, the enrichment factor (ratio of final to initial specific activities) has been increased almost four times because the addition of the fusion tail shifts elution to a position with a lower contamination level from native canola proteins. The low yield for GUSD15 is because the activity peak was broader than the six fractions included in the calculations; a much higher yield (~70%) without sacrificing too much on purity would have been reached if more fractions had been included
Figure 3.5. SDS-PAGE for fractions, which show the highest GUS activity, from GUSD0 and GUSD10 spiked canola experiments (GUSD0-SC and GUSD10-SC). Lane 1 shows the low molecular weight markers; Lane 2-7 are the six fractions with highest GUS activity for each experiment; Lane 8 shows corresponding GUS stock solution for each protein. All fractions were concentrated 17 times prior to loading to the gels.
Table 3.2. Summary of GUS purification and recovery based on protein and activity assays.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GUS spiked sample</th>
<th>Initial specific activity, U/mg</th>
<th>Final specific activity, U/mg</th>
<th>Yield %</th>
<th>Enrichment ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GUSD0-SC</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>38,000</td>
<td>76.6</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUSD5-SC</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>38,000</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUSD10-SC</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUSD15-SC</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total protein loaded to the column in each experiment is 70.5 ± 0.3 mg.

Final specific activity, yield, and enrichment ratio are calculated on the six fractions used in SDS-PAGE experiments.

in the calculation. Consequently, with the addition of negatively charged tails, GUS can be moved from a low salt concentration elution site (site I) to a higher salt concentration elution site (site II) to allow a better purification performance in a single step chromatography.

The effect of additional charges introduced by a tail on the elution behavior of GUS can be seen in Figure 3.6. When the tail length is less than 10, the relationship between the absolute net charge of GUS and the eluent conductivity is approximately linear and unaffected by the presence of canola extract. This proportionality corresponds to a 4.3 mM increase in salt (NaCl) concentration per added charge. Considering the size of GUS and its tetrameric structure, steric effects probably hinder the tails of all four units of the tetramer from binding simultaneously. If, for the sake of rough comparison, we assume that one tail provides for the binding strength, then the increment per added charge is 17.2 mM.

Comparison of this value with that calculated on the same basis for charged proteins from
Figure 3.6. Relationship between eluent conductivity and the net charge of GUS. The dotted line indicates the retention of pure GUS samples (GUS stock solution mixed with canola extraction buffer at the same ratio as spiking experiment) under the same experimental conditions.
previous studies (Table 3.3) shows the similar impact of charge additions to the protein retention on different adsorbents.

**Enzymatic and fusion stability in canola extracts**

Polyarginine tails (positively charged at pH 7.0), fused to T4 lysozyme, were degraded in canola extract as judged by the emergence of multiple peaks during chromatography, which corresponded to a mixture of tail lengths (Zhang and Glatz, 1999). In contrast, all three GUS fusions show a single activity peak in Figure 3.4, indicating that degradation of the fusion tail is not occurring during these experiments. Furthermore, elution of spiked canola samples after 7 days of storage still showed no tail degradation as all the proteins were eluted at the same point (results not shown) as had been seen with fresh

![Graph](image)

**Figure 3.7.** GUS stability in canola extract. a) GUS controls. Pure GUS in extraction buffer (50 mM NaPi, 2:3). b) GUS in canola extract. Mixing ratio = GUS stock solution 2 : canola extract 3. All samples were stored in 4 °C refrigerator during this experiment. The GUS activity at day 0 was designated as 1 (100%).
Table 3.3. Comparison of the increment in salt concentration per added charge in protein elution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>$\beta$-glucuronidase</th>
<th>$\beta$-galactosidase</th>
<th>T4 lysozyme</th>
<th>human urogastone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>tetramer</td>
<td>tetramer</td>
<td>monomer</td>
<td>polypeptide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW (monomer)</td>
<td>68 000</td>
<td>116 400</td>
<td>16 800</td>
<td>6 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation method</td>
<td>AEC</td>
<td>AEC</td>
<td>HFIEM</td>
<td>CEC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elution method</td>
<td>gradient</td>
<td>gradient</td>
<td>step</td>
<td>gradient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta$mM</td>
<td>17.2*</td>
<td>16.8/18.2*</td>
<td>13.6*</td>
<td>27.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl/charge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AEC = anion exchange chromatography.

CEC = cation exchange chromatography.

HFIEM = hollow fiber ion exchange membrane adsorption.

* Values obtained based on the additional charges on a monomer.
samples in Figure 3.4. Polyanionic fusions have also been stable in microbial systems (Ford et al., 1991; Zhao et al., 1990; Parker et al., 1990).

The effect on GUS activity of the storage time in spiked canola extract is compared to that of storage in extraction buffer (50 mM NaPi pH 7.0) in Figure 3.7. After storage at 4 °C for 7 days, GUSD0 and all its fusions still retain 90% of their activity. Comparison to the GUS controls (Figure 3.7, (a)) leads to the conclusion that the slow decline of GUS activity is not because of any detrimental factors (precipitation, protease activity, or inhibition) from canola extract.

Conclusions

This work has demonstrated that canola is suitable as a host for producing acidic recombinant proteins. The simple native canola protein elution profile on anion exchange chromatography provides an opportunity to recover a negatively-charged protein effectively in a single chromatographic step. Negatively-charged fusion tails can enhance a protein's enrichment significantly when the protein does not naturally elute at one of the contaminant-free points of the elution profile. For the case of GUS, a tail with ten or more aspartates can move the GUS from the first target site to the second, providing better purification. The magnitude of the shift for proteins in the extract can be reasonably predicted from the behavior of the pure proteins. The agreement between the spiking and transgenic canola experiments provides preliminary validation of the spiking technique as a cost-effective approach for studying a protein's behavior in the canola system.
Fusion proteins with negatively-charged tails are stable during cold storage in canola extract, both with regards to activity and the fusion tail. This stability would allow for moderate processing delays after the protein extraction.
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CHAPTER 4. PREDICTION OF GENETICALLY ENGINEERED PROTEIN RETENTION IN LINEAR GRADIENT ELUTION CHROMATOGRAPHY
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Abstract

Genetically engineered proteins are characterized by the stoichiometric displacement model parameters, Z and I. The model proteins are wild type β-glucuronidase and its fusions. Three fusions, named as GUSD5, GUSD10, and GUSD15, were developed with 5, 10 and 15 aspartic acids on the C-terminal of wild-type GUS. The protein specific parameters, Z and I, were used in equilibrium-based models for protein elution providing a numerical simulation of the elution profile that incorporates dispersion or an algebraic expression for retention time without inclusion of dispersion effects. Both methods were sufficient for protein retention prediction in linear gradient elution, while the simulation provided more detailed information on protein peak shape. All peaks sharpened and shifted to higher eluent salt concentration as the gradient became steeper. The equilibrium binding parameters provided additional information on the function of the fusion tail, and GUSD15 showed different trends in Z and I from the shorter fusions.

¹ Graduate student, primary researcher and author
² Conducted computer simulation using lumped dispersion model
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Introduction

Ion exchange chromatography (IEC) is widely used in separation and fractionation of proteins (Bonnerjea, et al., 1986; Morris and Morris, 1976). The most widely used elution methods are isocratic and gradient elution. In isocratic elution, the elution buffer composition is constant during the chromatographic process. On the other hand, gradient elution (mostly linear gradient) involves continuous salt concentration change in the mobile phase, and it is most commonly used for separating proteins that bind to the stationary phase (Yamamoto et al., 1983a, 1987). The ability to predict the elution of an absorbed protein during gradient elution is essential in designing an effective process for protein recovery.

Many models have been proposed to describe protein retention. For isocratic elution chromatography, three theories - equilibrium theory, rate theory (mass balance model) and plate theory (Yamamoto, et al., 1988) - have been widely used to describe protein retention and column efficiency. However, two other models based on mass action - the stoichiometric displacement model and the steric mass action (SMA) model - provide a practical means of extracting the protein specific parameters for predicting protein retention in gradient elution chromatography. The stoichiometric displacement model (SDM) was introduced and applied to ion-exchange chromatography by Regnier and coworkers (Kopaciewicz, et al., 1983; Rounds and Regnier, 1984; Drager and Regnier, 1986, 1987) based on the work by Boardman and Partridge (1955), and the steric mass action (SMA) model was proposed later by Cramer and coworkers (Brooks and Cramer, 1992; Gerstner, et al., 1994). In the SDM, a bound protein is displaced by certain number of counter ions during elution, and the protein retention is described by two protein specific parameters, characteristic charge and binding affinity. The SMA model additionally takes into
consideration the additional steric obstruction of sites by large biopolymers through introduction of a third parameter – the protein steric factor. Both models have been successfully used in interpreting protein retention and extracting protein specific parameters. The SDM has been widely used in both analytical and preparative mode of ion-exchange chromatography (Round and Regnier, 1984; Drager and Regnier, 1986, 1987; Regnier and Mazsaroff, 1987; Velayudhan and Horvath, 1988, 1994; Heng and Glatz, 1995), but its application to preparative systems has been difficult (Regnier and Mazsaroff, 1987). However, the SMA model has been successfully applied to preparative of ion-exchange (Gallant, et al., 1996a, 1996b).

For gradient elution, many models have been proposed to predict the dependence of the elution profile (the peak position, the peak width and even the peak shape) on the operating conditions (the gradient slope, buffer systems, the flow rate, and others). Those models can be categorized into three groups based on how a protein retention process is considered. One class treats the column as a number of equivalent theoretical plates with peak spreading introduced by protein distribution and diffusion. The second class treats the packed bed as continuous media with peak spreading introduced via rate expressions for mass transfer and reaction steps. The third class does not address the peak spreading but models protein adsorption equilibrium in order to predict elution time. The fundamental assumptions for all the models include the following:

1) The column is homogeneous.

2) The flow distribution is uniform in the column.

3) All processes are isothermal.

4) Concentration gradients in the radial direction of the column are negligible.
Several selected models are listed in Table 4.1. In general, the more rigorous a model is in describing protein retention, the more accurate the model should be able to predict the protein elution. Rate models incorporate the different mass transfer processes (axial dispersion, intraparticle diffusion, and film diffusion) in order to predict peak retention and peak spreading, but require more detailed information about the column and protein for the numerical computation (Berninger, et al., 1991; Ma and Guiochon, 1991). In plate models, zone spreading effects are represented by the number of plates, but the measurement of parameters, such as protein distribution and diffusion coefficient, which are necessary for calculating the plate number, is rather laborious (Yamamoto, et al., 1983a, 1983b). On the

Table 4.1. Comparison of different models used in predicting protein retention in ion-exchange chromatography.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Mass transport considered</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plate model</td>
<td>Axial dispersion; intraparticle diffusion</td>
<td>Yamamoto et al. 1983a, 1983b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate model (VERSE-LC)</td>
<td>Axial dispersion; intraparticle diffusion; film mass transfer</td>
<td>Berninger, et al. 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate model (Lumped Dispersion model)</td>
<td>Axial dispersion; intraparticle diffusion</td>
<td>Ma and Guiochon, 1991; Rhee and Amundson, 1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass action model</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Stout, et al. 1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass action model</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Jandera and Churacek, 1974a, 1974b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VERSE-LC: VErsatile Reaction-SEparation model for Liquid Chromatography.
other hand, models based upon mass action laws (Snyder, 1964; Snyder, et al., 1979; Stout, et al., 1986; Jandera and Churacek, 1974a, 1974b) ignore zone spreading effects and are straightforward to use but predict only peak retention.

An additional factor to be accounted for is that the operating conditions (the gradient slope, buffer systems, flow rate) affect the protein elution (Yamamoto, et al., 1983a, 1983b). The protein peak position and peak width depend on the slope of the gradient in ion-exchange chromatography (Novotny, 1971; Kawasaki and Bernardi, 1970; Kato et al., 1982; Luo and Hsu, 1997).

The development of recombinant DNA technology has allowed a protein being genetically engineered to favor its purification produced from both microbial (Sassenfeld and Brewer, 1984) and plant systems (Zhang and Glatz, 1999; Zhang, et al., 1999). SDM has been used to characterize a series of β-galactosidase purification fusions on anion-exchange chromatography (Heng and Glatz, 1995) and subtilisin on cation-exchange chromatography (Chicz and Regnier, 1989), but no effort has been made to simulate the elution of such genetically engineered proteins. It is the goal of this paper to apply the SDM to characterize the equilibrium binding of a series of β-glucuronidase fusions with different length of fusion tails and use that information to predict gradient elution of these proteins.

Theoretical Framework

Stoichiometric displacement model

The stoichiometric displacement model (SDM) (Kopaciewicz, et al., 1983; Drager and Regnier, 1986, 1987) characterizes an ion-exchange process as

\[ P_0 + Z \cdot C_b \Leftrightarrow P_b + Z \cdot C_0 \]
where \( P_0 \) and \( P_b \) refer to protein concentration at the free state in the mobile phase and at the bound state on the stationary phase, \( C_b \) and \( C_0 \) refer to the concentration of the bound and free salt ion. \( Z \) is the number of bound ions displaced during the protein adsorption process. The equilibrium constant \( (K_{eq}) \) for this displacement reaction is expressed as

\[
K_{eq} = \frac{P_b \cdot C_0^Z}{P_0 \cdot C_b^Z}
\]  

(2)

The protein retention (as the capacity factor \( k' \)) can be related to the displacing ion concentration in mobile phase \( (C_0) \) by

\[
k' = \frac{I}{C_0^Z}
\]  

(3)

where \( I \) is a solute specific constant. It indicates the overall (specific and non-specific interactions) affinity of the solute to the sorbent surface (Chicz and Regnier, 1989), and when a column is operated in the analytical mode (the fraction of the surface loaded with protein is negligible), it can be related to the equilibrium constant by (Kopaciewicz, et al., 1983; Jandera and Churacek, 1974a)

\[
I = K_{eq} \varphi \Lambda^Z
\]  

(4)

where \( \varphi \) is the phase ratio (the ratio of the total volumes of stationary and mobile phase in a column), and \( \Lambda \) is the ion capacity of the resin.

The capacity factor \( (k') \) is related to the protein retention by (Drager and Regnier, 1986)

\[
k' = \frac{(t_R - t_0)}{t_0}
\]  

(5)
where $t_R$ and $t_0$ are the retention times of the solute at retained or non-retained conditions, respectively.

The linear form of Eq. (3)

$$\log k' = \log I + Z \log(C_0)^{-1}$$

(6)

can be used to obtain the two protein-specific parameters, $Z$ and $I$, by plotting $k'$ obtained from Eq. (5) at a series of isocratic elution conditions ($C_0$).

**Protein elution simulation**

**Mass transport equations**

The single parameter, lumped dispersion model (Czok and Guiochon, 1990; Ma and Guiochon, 1991) is used to incorporate axial dispersion into the equilibrium model and thus account for peak shape. In a packed bed chromatography column, assuming local equilibrium, the differential mass balance on solute in a mobile phase in plug flow is

$$-\left(\frac{D_t}{u_0 L}\right)\frac{\partial^2 P_0}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial P_0}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial P_0}{\partial \tau} + \frac{(1-\varepsilon)}{\varepsilon} \frac{\partial P_b}{\partial \tau} = 0$$

(7)

where $D_t$ is the effective dispersion coefficient, which lumps the effects of dispersion and molecular diffusion; $u_0$ is the chromatographic velocity ($u_0 = u_t / \varepsilon$, $u_t$ is the linear velocity, cm/s); $L$ is the column length; $\varepsilon$ is the total porosity of the column; $x = X / L$ is the dimensionless axial position; $\tau = t / t_0$ ($t_0$ is the column dead time) is the dimensionless time. $P_b$ is obtained from the SDM equilibrium formalism, Eq. (2).

The initial conditions (when $\tau = 0$) for solving the above partial differential equation are:

$$C_0(0,x) = C_{0,e}$$

(8a)
\[ C_b(0,x) = \Lambda \]  \hspace{1cm} (8b)
\[ P_0(0,x) = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (8c)
\[ P_b(0,x) = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (8d)

where \( C_{0,e} \) is the anion concentration of the equilibrating buffer. During the chromatographic operation, the boundary conditions (when \( x = 0 \)) for the displacing ions are:

\[ C_0(0, \tau < \tau_f, 0) = C_{0,e} \]  \hspace{1cm} (Loading) \hspace{1cm} (9a)
\[ C_0(\tau > \tau_f, 0) = C_{0,e} + G \cdot (\tau - \tau_f) \]  \hspace{1cm} (Gradient) \hspace{1cm} (9b)

where \( \tau_f \) is the length of the sample feed pulse and \( G \) is the gradient slope in dimensionless time scale (mM). For a protein, the boundary conditions are:

\[ P_0(0 < \tau < \tau_f, 0) = P_{0,f} \]  \hspace{1cm} (Loading) \hspace{1cm} (10a)
\[ P_0(\tau > \tau_f, 0) = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (Gradient) \hspace{1cm} (10b)

where \( P_{0,f} \) is the protein concentration in a feed sample.

**Solution of the mass transfer equation**

The observed effective dispersion coefficient \( D_i \) in Eq. (7) is obtained from (Czok and Guiochon, 1990; Ma and Guiochon, 1991)

\[ \frac{H}{L} = \frac{2D_i}{Lu_0} \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

by plotting the height equivalent to a theoretical plate \( H \) under various chromatographic velocities under conditions where the solute is not retained. In doing so, the velocities are chosen so that the elution peaks are as symmetric as possible.
Equation (7) was solved by employing a finite difference scheme (Gallant, et al., 1996), and simulated chromatograms were generated with a computer program written in FORTRAN.

**Equation based on mass action mechanism for predicting protein retention**

The equation used in predicting protein retention based on the mass action mechanism was derived by Jandera and Churacek (1974a, 1974b). During gradient elution with a monovalent salt in anion-exchange chromatography, the displacing anion concentration, \( C_0 \), at which a protein peak elutes, can be calculated by

\[
C_0 = \left\{ \frac{G' (\chi \cdot Z + 1) \cdot I \cdot V_m + C_{0,e}^{Z+1} \cdot \frac{1}{2Z+1} \cdot G' V_d}{\chi \cdot Z - G' V_d} \right\}^{\frac{1}{\chi}} \tag{12}
\]

where \( \chi \) is the shape factor for the concentration gradient. The concentration gradient is concave for \( \chi > 1 \), convex for \( \chi < 1 \), and linear for \( \chi = 1 \). \( V_m \) is the total volume of the mobile phase in the column; \( V_d \) is the dead volume of the connection tube between the outlet of the gradient generating device and the top of the column; \( G' \) is the gradient slope in mobile phase volume scale (mM/mL). All the other symbols have described earlier.

For a linear gradient elution operation, Eq. (12) becomes

\[
C_0 = \left[ G' (Z + 1) \cdot I \cdot V_m + C_{0,e}^{Z+1} \right]^{\frac{1}{2Z+1}} - G' V_d \tag{13}
\]

In Eq. (13), \( Z \) and \( I \) are protein specific parameters obtained from the SDM. \( V_m \) and \( V_d \) are directly measurable, and gradient slope, \( G' \), is the control parameter. Hence, knowledge of \( Z \) and \( I \) is sufficient to calculate protein retention at a given gradient.

On the other hand, the lumped dispersion model (Eq. 2 and 7) needs other parameters, namely the column-specific parameters, binding capacity and porosity, and the protein
dispersion coefficient in addition to $Z$ and $I$. The additional information gained on the elution profile is important for determination of resolution of multiple components.

Material and Methods

Materials

Sodium monobasic phosphate, sodium dibasic phosphate, and sodium chloride were purchased from Fisher (Itasca, IL). The econo-column, Q-sepharose fast flow resin, BSA standard, and other chemicals were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO).

GUS and its fusions

$\beta$-Glucuronidase (GUS) of *E. coli* is very stable and has a pI of about 5.5. The active protein is a tetramer, and each monomer has a molecular weight of ~68000 (Jefferson, et al., 1986). Three fusions were developed based on the wild-type GUS, and they are designated as GUSD0, GUSD5, GUSD10, and GUSD15, according to the number of aspartates on the fusion tail. The estimated charge for each fusion at pH 7.0 is -75, -95, -115, and -135, respectively (Zhang, et al., 1999).

GUSD0 and its fusions were produced by fermentation of engineered *E. coli* strains provided by ProdiGene (College Station, TX), and the gene expression was induced by addition of isopropyl-$\beta$-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). The protein purification was accomplished by using combined affinity and anion-exchange chromatography (Zhang, et al., 1999).

The GUS assay is based on protein's ability to hydrolyze $p$-nitrophenyl $\beta$-D-glucosiduronic acid (PNPG) to release chromophore $p$-nitrophenol (Kato et al., 1960;
Jefferson and Wilson, 1991), and GUS activity is expressed as unit/ml. One unit of GUS can liberate 1 nmol $p$-nitrophenol/min from PNPG at 37 °C and pH 7.0 (Zhang, et al., 1999).

The protein concentrations are determined by Bio-Rad protein assay (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA), with bovine serum albumin (BSA) as the standard.

**Chromatography**

The strong anion exchanger, Q-sepharose fast flow (bead average diameter ~90 μm), was packed into a 15 x 1 cm I.D. empty econo-column to a final height of 6.7 cm (5.26 mL). A flow adaptor was used to eliminate the dead volume on the top of the packed bed and ensure even distribution of sample.

Chromatographic experiments were carried out by using a fast performance liquid chromatography (FPLC) system controlled by BioLogic software (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). The equilibrating buffer used was 50 mM NaPi pH 7.0 (Buffer A), and the high salt elution buffer was 50 mM NaPi, 1 M NaCl, pH 7.0 (Buffer B). Fractions of the column effluent were collected and assayed to identify the GUS peak. All experiments were repeated at least twice.

**System parameters**

The dead volume from the outlet of the gradient generation device to the top of the bed, $V_d$, was determined by directly measuring the volume of the connection tubing.

The column total porosity was determined from the retention time by injecting a pulse of acetone in Buffer A (0.1 mL, 10% v/v) into the column, which was eluted at 0.1 mL/min by 50 mM NaPi pH 7.0 and monitored at 280 nm (Kim, et al., 1992).

The bed ion capacity, $A$, was determined by frontal analysis according to Gadam et al. (1993). The column was first equilibrated by 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.0. A front of
different concentration of sodium nitrate in 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.0 was then introduced at 1 mL/min, and the eluent was monitored at 280 nm. The capacity was determined from the nitrate breakthrough front.

Results and Discussion

Column parameters

Column parameters measured by the methods described above are: $V_d = 0.61$ mL; $\varepsilon = 0.903$; $\Lambda = 201$ mM.

Protein parameters, $Z$ and $I$, in SDM

The SDM parameters for each protein are determined by measurement of capacity factors, $k'$, for a series of isocratic elution experiments carried out at different salt concentrations, $C_0$, and the results plotted according to Eq. (6) in Figure 4.1. The 50 mM phosphate anion in the equilibrating buffer is estimated to be equivalent to 50 mM of chloride anion. Values of characteristic charge ($Z$) and the solute specific parameter ($I$) from such plots, along with the estimated protein net charges at neutral pH are summarized in Table 4.2.

The characteristic charge of GUS increases 4 units with additional 5 aspartates on the tail for GUSD0, GUSD10, and GUSD10. A simplistic interpretation would be that one of the fusion tails on the tetramer is able to bind in addition to the sites distributed over the native GUS. $K_{eq}$ increases as well. However, the increment from 10 to 15 aspartates results in not only a smaller $Z$, but also a smaller equilibrium constant. The decreased effectiveness of binding behavior of the longer-tailed GUSD15 is consistent with previously reported work.
Figure 4.1. Plot of capacity factor versus chloride concentration for GUS and its fusions based on the stoichiometric displacement model. The protein names have been abbreviated as D0, D5, D10, and D15, respectively.
Table 4.2. Estimated and SDM characteristic charges and protein specific parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Estimated net charge</th>
<th>Characteristic charge</th>
<th>Protein parameter</th>
<th>Equilibrium constant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GUSD0</td>
<td>-75</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>$5.2 \times 10^{20}$</td>
<td>$4.4 \times 10^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUSD5</td>
<td>-95</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>$1.5 \times 10^{32}$</td>
<td>$9.7 \times 10^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUSD10</td>
<td>-115</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>$3.3 \times 10^{43}$</td>
<td>$2.1 \times 10^7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUSD15</td>
<td>-135</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>$5.1 \times 10^{32}$</td>
<td>$6.3 \times 10^5$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Calculated from Eq. (4). $\varphi = (1 - \varepsilon)/\varepsilon = 0.107$.

done on β-galactosidase with various length of aspartate tails (Heng and Glatz, 1995; Niederauer, et al, 1994). The cause may be an interaction of the tail with the core GUS or perhaps the length promotes secondary structure formation. Drager and Regnier (1986) proposed the latter cause in explaining the decreased $Z$ values in oilgodeoxynucleotides.

**Protein elution simulation**

**Effective dispersion coefficients, $D_i$**

The effective dispersion coefficients, $D_i$, are obtained from Eq. (12) based on a series of isocratic elution experiments when proteins are at non-retained conditions. The flow rates were chosen as low as possible to yield symmetric elution peaks, and the injection volume was 100 μL. The results are plotted in Figure 4.2, and the dispersion coefficients, calculated from the peak widths, and the protein loading concentrations used in the simulation are listed in Table 4.3. As expected, all the fusions have a similar dispersion coefficient, since the
Figure 4.2. Plot of HETP versus the chromatographic velocity, $u_0$, for GUS and its fusions.

Equilibrating buffer and sample carrier buffer was 50 mM NaPi, 2 M NaCl, pH 7.0; Injection volume = 100 μL.
Table 4.3. Protein dispersion coefficient ($D_i$) and protein loading concentration ($P_{0,i}$) used in elution simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>$D_i$, cm$^2$/min</th>
<th>$P_{0,i}$, mM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GUSD0</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>$8.64 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUSD5</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>$9.68 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUSD10</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>$6.52 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUSD15</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>$7.92 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

column is the same, the proteins are of nearly the same size, and solution conditions are the same.

Comparison of simulation to experimental results

Linear gradient experiments with four different gradient slopes were carried out in order to examine the simulation's ability to capture the effect of changing elution conditions.

For each experiment, 250 μL of single component protein sample (concentrations are listed in Table 4.3, sample buffer: 50 mM NaPi, pH 7.0) was injected into the column. After a short period of washing by equilibrating buffer (50 mM NaPi, pH 7.0), a linear gradient was introduced into the column. UV absorbance was not sufficient for identification of the GUS peak because of a UV absorbing nonprotein coeluting with GUSD0 that also overlapped with the fusions for the higher gradients. Hence, all protein elution peaks were identified by activity assays on collected fractions. The total GUS activity loaded to the column for each protein was ~6000 units. The GUS recovery after the gradient varied from 50% to 90%. To avoid the inconsistency in GUS assay and for the purpose of comparison, the recovery is assumed to be 100%, and each of the activity peaks shown is normalized to a
peak area corresponding to 6000 units. The activity peaks of the four GUS proteins under the same gradient elution are superimposed in the same chromatogram, and the comparisons between experimental results and the simulations are shown in Figures 4.3 to 4.6.

The simulations agree well with the experimental results for retention time, and they can also reasonably capture the peak shapes in all four different gradients. Furthermore, the model can well describe the relative retention of different proteins at a given gradient. The only exception is GUSD15, whose experimental peak width is broader. Moreover, the fusion protein elution under different gradient slopes follows the typical trends (Gallant, et al., 1996a, 1996b; Luo and Hsu, 1997). When the gradient slope becomes steeper, the protein peak moves towards higher salt concentration and becomes sharper.

**Prediction of protein elution**

Based on the protein parameters, Z and I, Eq. (13) was used to calculate the salt concentration at which a protein's peak is eluted during linear gradient elution. The calculated values for each GUS fusion under different gradient slope as well as the protein retention from the simulation are compared with the experimental results in Figure 4.7. In most of cases, both models predict the protein peak elution with an error of less than 10%. The likely reason for the larger errors seen for GUSD0 is that the presence of an overlapping E. coli peak made determination of isocratic elution times (and, therefore, Z and I) more difficult. As expected, the predicted retentions for the two models are very similar because both assume instantaneous equilibrium between the mobile and stationary phase.
Figure 4.3. Comparison of experimental and simulated chromatograms. a) Reconstructed GUS activity peaks under linear gradient elution. Feed injection: 250 μl of samples (0.053 column dead volumes) with protein concentrations listed in Table 4.3. Operating conditions: 1 ml/min, pH 7.0, 3 ml fractions. b) Simulated chromatograms. Gradient slope: 9.5 mM chloride ion per column dead volume.
Figure 4.4. Comparison of experimental and simulated chromatograms. a) Reconstructed GUS activity peaks. b) Simulated chromatograms. Gradient slope: 19 mM chloride ion per column dead volume.
Figure 4.5. Comparison of experimental and simulated chromatograms. a) Reconstructed GUS activity peaks. b) Simulated chromatograms. Gradient slope: 38 mM chloride ion per column dead volume.
Figure 4.6. Comparison of experimental and simulated chromatograms. a) Reconstructed GUS activity peaks. b) Simulated chromatograms. Gradient slope: 79.2 mM chloride ion per column dead volume.
Figure 4.7. Comparison of predicted protein retention (salt concentration at elution) by the lumped dispersion model (simulation) and Equation 13 (calculation) with experimental results under different gradient slope (G). Cal = calculation; Sim = simulation; Exp = experiment.
Conclusions

Fusion proteins are characterized by $Z$ and $I$ based on the stoichiometric displacement model under isocratic elution conditions. When the fusion tail is long enough (GUSD15) the protein shows a different change trend in $Z$ and $I$ values. With addition of 5 aspartates in the tail from GUSD0 to GUSD5 to GUSD10, the characteristic charge of protein increases by 4, and the equilibrium constant increases by 220 times. From GUSD10 to GUSD15, the addition of 5 aspartates results in decreased characteristic charge and protein equilibrium constant.

Protein specific parameters obtained from isocratic elution are used in two models to predict the protein retention in gradient elution. It is shown that both models can well describe the fusion protein retention in gradient elution ion-exchange process at different gradient slopes, and the numerical simulation with axial dispersion effect included can additionally capture the protein elution peak shapes.
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List of Symbols

- $C_b$ concentration of the salt ion in stationary phase, (mM)
- $C_0$ concentration of the salt ion in mobile phase, (mM)
$C_{0,e}$ counter ion concentration of the equilibrating buffer, (mM)

$D_i$ effective dispersion coefficient, (cm$^2$/s)

$F$ volumetric flow rate (ml/s)

$G$ gradient slope in dimensionless time scale, mM

$G'$ gradient slope in mobile phase volume scale (mM/mL)

$H$ height equivalent to a theoretical plate, (m)

$I$ solute specific constant

$k'$ capacity factor

$K_{eq}$ equilibrium constant

$L$ column length (m)

$P_0$ protein concentration in the mobile phase, (mM)

$P_b$ protein concentration on the stationary phase, (mM)

$P_{0,f}$ protein concentration in a sample (mM)

$t$ time dimension (s)

$t_0$ column dead time, retention time of solute at non-retained condition (s)

$t_R$ retention time of a solute at retained condition (s)

$u_0$ the chromatographic velocity ($u_0 = u_j / \varepsilon$) (cm/s)

$u_l$ linear velocity, (cm/s)

$V_d$ dead volume of connection tube between the outlet of the gradient generating device and the top of the column (ml)

$V_m$ total volume of the mobile phase in the column (ml)
$X$  axial dimension of column (cm)

$x$  nondimensional axial position ($x = X / L$)

$Z$  the number of bound ions displaced during the protein adsorption process

$\varepsilon$  column total porosity

$\tau$  nondimensional time ($\tau = t / t_0$)

$\tau_f$  length of the sample feed pulse

$\varphi$  phase ratio (ratio of the stationary and mobile phase volume in a column)

$\Lambda$  ion capacity of the resin (mM)

$\chi$  gradient shape, linear gradient $\chi = 1$
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CHAPTER 5. SUITABILITY OF IMMOBILIZED METAL AFFINITY CHROMATOGRAPHY FOR PROTEIN PURIFICATION FROM CANOLA
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Abstract

This work demonstrated that proper selection of a metal ion and chelating ligand enables recovery of a his₆-tagged protein from canola extracts by immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC). When using Co²⁺ with iminodiacetate (IDA) as the chelating ligand, β-glucuronidase-his₆ (GUSH6) can be purified from canola protein extract with almost homogeneous purity in a single chromatographic step. The discrimination with which metal ions bound native canola proteins followed the order Cu²⁺ < Ni²⁺ < Zn²⁺ < Co²⁺ as regards elimination of proteins co-eluted with the fusion protein. IDA and nitrilotriacetate (NTA) immobilized metal ions showed different binding patterns, whose cause is attributed to a more flexible coordination binding that allows for multi-site interactions.
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Introduction

Since its introduction in 1975 (Porath, et al., 1975), immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) has quickly become one of the separation techniques of choice for purification of many proteins and peptides in both analytical and large-scale modes (Porath, 1988a; Hansen, et al., 1992; Lindner, et al., 1992; Ritter, et al., 1992; Sharma, et al., 1992; Beitle and Ataai, 1993; Wilkinson, et al., 1995; Oswald, et al., 1997; see Wong, et al., 1991 for a more detailed list). IMAC separation exploits the affinities between the immobilized metal ions and electron donating groups on protein surface. The resin is stable and inexpensive, and in some instances, provides similar selectivity as "biospecific" affinity separations (Arnold, 1991; Porath, 1988b). The dominating electron donating group in a protein is the imidazole side chain of histidine, while the N-terminus of the protein contributes to a lesser extent. In addition, the thiol group of cysteine would be a good electron donor, but it is rarely present in the appropriate, reduced state (Arnold, 1991; Sulkowski, 1985).

The favored genetic engineering method for enhancing a protein's affinity to metal sites has been to attach a six-histidine tail (his$_6$) on either the C- or N-terminus (Oswald, et al., 1997; Wilkinson, et al., 1995; Lindner, et al., 1992; Hochuli and Piesecki, 1992; Hochuli, et al., 1988). With an added tail, an otherwise non-binding protein from a cell lysate can be purified to 90% or even better purity in a single chromatographic step (Oswald, et al., 1997; Wilkinson, et al., 1995; Lindner, et al., 1992; Hochuli and Piesecki, 1992; Hochuli, et al., 1988).

The most widely used metal ions in IMAC are the first row transition metals, Co$^{2+}$, Ni$^{2+}$, Cu$^{2+}$, and Zn$^{2+}$ (Porath, 1988b; Sulkowski, 1989; Wong, et al., 1991), though other
metal ions have been tried (Porath, et al., 1983; Mantovaara, et al., 1989; Andersson, 1991). Each of the four metal ions can coordinate up to six electron donors, and their affinity towards imidazole follows the order Cu$^{2+}$$>$$Ni^{2+}$$>$$Zn^{2+}$$>$$Co^{2+}$ (Sundberg and Martin, 1974). The metal ions can be immobilized by various chelating ligands including, iminodiacetate (IDA), tris (carboxymethyl) ethylene-diamine (TED) (Sulkowski, 1985), nitrilotriacetate (NTA) (Hochuli, et al., 1987), carboxymethylated aspartate (CM-ASP), tetraethylene pentamine (TEPA) (Wong, et al., 1991). Among these, only IDA and NTA-derived resins are commercially available. IDA forms tridentates with metal ions (Sulkowski, 1985), while NTA forms tetradentates (Hochuli, et al., 1987) (Fig. 5.1). This leaves three free orbitals for IDA-Me and two for NTA-Me to interact with protein molecules for metal ions of coordination number six.

Although IMAC was introduced more than two decades ago, its application has been mainly to purification of proteins from microbial production systems. As transgenic plants emerge as alternative hosts for recombinant proteins, a systematic study of their suitability for use with IMAC is merited.

Canola, the plant material used here, has been studied for its suitability as a host for recombinant protein production from the protein purification point of view (Zhang and Glatz, 1999; Zhang, et al., 1999). It is one of the objectives of this work to study the feasibility and effectiveness of purifying a his$_6$-tagged protein, β-glucuronidase-his$_6$ (GUSH6), from canola extract by a single IMAC step. The GUSH6 binding behaviors on IDA and NTA immobilized metal ions are compared, and causes for the differences considered.
Figure 5.1. Schematic structures of different chelate ligands immobilized metal ions having a coordination number of six. (a) Iminodiacetate (IDA) immobilizes a metal ion by forming a tridentate, and this leaves three free orbitals on the metal ion to interact with proteins. (Sulkowski, 1985). (b) Nitrilotriacetate (NTA) immobilizes a metal ion by forming a tetradentate, and this leaves two free orbitals on the metal ion to interact with proteins (Hochuli, et al., 1987).
Materials and Methods

GUSH6

*E. coli* GUS is a tetramer with monomeric molecular weight of ~68000 (Jefferson et al., 1986). *E. coli* strains encoded with the GUS gene carrying a six histidine C-terminal fusion tag were obtained from ProdiGene (College Station, TX) and cultured in LBH media, where GUS expression was induced by addition of isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). Cells harvested by centrifugation were resuspended in buffer containing 50 mM NaPi and 1 M NaCl (pH 7.0). Phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF, 2 mM final concentration) was added to inhibit *E. coli* proteases (Jefferson and Wilson, 1991) before sonication (5 x 30 seconds pulse) to disrupt the cells. After centrifugation (15,000 rpm, 20 min), the supernatant was collected for recovery of the GUSH6.

The supernatant was loaded to an IMAC column (Ni²⁺-IDA on crosslinked agarose, Novagen, Madison, WI) equilibrated in 50 mM NaPi, 1M NaCl, pH 7.0 (buffer A). Elution was with an increasing linear gradient of buffer B (1M imidazole, 50 mM NaPi, 1 M NaCl, pH 7.0) from 0 to 50% B. The fractions with GUS activity were concentrated and buffer-exchanged to buffer A by diafiltration using PM30 membrane (MWCO=30K, Amicon, Beverly, MA). The final GUSH6 stock solution had a concentration of 10,560 U/ml and a specific activity of 32,000 U/mg.

Protein assays

The GUS activity assays were carried out following the method described in Zhang et al. (1999). The substrate for the enzymatic reaction was p-nitrophenyl β-D-glucosiduronic acid (PNPG) (Kato et al., 1960; Jefferson and Wilson, 1991). One unit of GUS denotes liberation of 1 nmol p-nitrophenol/min from PNPG at 37 °C and pH 7.0. The protein mass
was determined by the Bio-Rad protein assay (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA), with bovine serum albumin (BSA) as the standard.

**Canola protein extract**

Non-transgenic canola seed was provided by Pioneer Hi-Bred International (Johnston, IA). The canola seed was processed by grinding, dehulling, flaking, and extraction of oil with n-hexane extraction (1 g meal/20 mL of hexane) in two stages, 30 minute each, at room temperature to a final oil content <2% (w/w) (Zhang and Glatz, 1999).

Canola extract was obtained by mixing defatted canola meal with chromatography buffer A at 1:10 (w/v) for 30 min (Zhang and Glatz, 1999). The extract had a protein concentration of 23.3 ± 0.2 mg/mL. By comparison, extraction with the buffer used previously (50 mM NaPi pH 7.0) gave extracts with a protein concentration of 21.3 ± 0.2 mg/ml. Both buffers extracted equal amounts of GUS from transgenic canola.

**Immobilized metal affinity chromatography**

Chromatographic experiments were carried out using a fast performance liquid chromatography (FPLC) system controlled by BioLogic software (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). Resins were degassed before packing into 15 x 10 Econo columns (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) to a total bed volume of 5 mL. A flow adaptor, which was inserted onto the top of the settled bed, was used to prevent sample application and gradient elution from dilution and ensure even sample distribution in the column. Packed columns were first stripped (resins came with immobilized Ni2+) by 50 mM EDTA in 50 mM NaPi, 1M NaCl, pH 7.0 solution (5 CV) before charging with selected metal ions. The metal ion solutions used to charge the column were 50 mM in the metal using: NiSO4, pH 5.35; ZnSO4, pH 5.16; CoSO4, pH 5.38; and CuSO4, pH 4.58. Equilibrating (buffer A) and elution buffers (buffer B) were the same as
described previously. To assure consistent experimental conditions, the column regeneration procedures listed in Table 5.1 was followed before each run. Column flow rate was 1 mL/min.

"Spiked" chromatographic samples were prepared by adding GUSH6 stock solution into canola extract (2:5, v/v) to simulate transgenic canola extract (for complete experimental flow chart, see Zhang and Glatz, 1999). Sample was loaded to a 1 mL sample loop and injected into the column. Imidazole gradient (0 to 500 mM imidazole over a 100 mL (20 CV) elution volume) was applied for bound protein elution based on the preliminary work on Ni\(^{2+}\)-IDA showing that a pH gradient from 7.9 to 4.0 reduced GUS recovery by \(\sim\)60%, and steeper imidazole gradients (0 - 1000 mM, 12 CV) reduced resolution between bound canola proteins.

Table 5.1. IMAC column regeneration protocol. The flow rate for all the procedures below was 1.2 mL/min. All solutions used were degassed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column volumes</th>
<th>Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>50 mM EDTA in buffer A*, pH 7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.2 M NaOH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Deionized water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>50 mM metal ion solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.1 M NaAc, 1 M NaCl, pH 7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Deionized water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>various</td>
<td>Buffer A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Buffer A = 50 mM NaPi, 1 M NaCl, pH 7.0.
and GUSH6. Fractions were collected and assayed for protein concentration and GUS activity.

Materials

Ni-IDA resin (minimum $\text{Ni}^{2+}$ loading capacity 20 $\mu$mol/ml resin) was purchased from Novagen (Madison, WI). Ni-NTA superflow resin ($\text{Ni}^{2+}$ loading capacity 17 $\mu$mol/ml resin) was purchased from Qiagen (Valencia, CA). PNPG and BSA standard were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). All other chemicals were purchased from Fisher (Itasca, IL).

Results and Discussion

GUSH6 purification from canola extract by IDA immobilized metal ions

Spiked canola samples were run on the same column charged with different metal ions: $\text{Cu}^{2+}$, $\text{Ni}^{2+}$, $\text{Zn}^{2+}$, and $\text{Co}^{2+}$. The chromatograms obtained from each column are shown in Figure 5.2, and the relative retentions of GUSH6 on different $\text{Me}^{2+}$-IDA columns are shown in Figure 5.3. Figure 5.2 shows that different metal ions have different degrees of binding to GUSH6 and native canola proteins. All the chromatograms show large wash peaks, which include absorbance from both unbound protein and canola pigments. From Fig. 5.2, the amount of canola protein binding on a $\text{Me}^{2+}$-IDA column decreases following the order: $\text{Cu}^{2+}$ (75.5%), $\text{Ni}^{2+}$ (42.4%), $\text{Zn}^{2+}$ (2.6%), and $\text{Co}^{2+}$ (~0%). This trend agrees well with the reported recognition tendencies of IDA-immobilized metal ions for various surface histidine residue distributions (Table 5.2). According to Table 5.2, a protein needs at least two histidines to be retained on a $\text{Ni}^{2+}$/Z$\text{Co}^{2+}$-IDA column, whereas $\text{Cu}^{2+}$-IDA can recognize any histidine distribution, even single histidines, on a protein surface. From this
Figure 5.2. GUSH6 spiked canola extract on different metal ion charged IDA-IMAC columns. a) Cu$^{2+}$. b) Ni$^{2+}$. c) Zn$^{2+}$. d) Co$^{2+}$. Flow rate = 1 mL/min. Sample volume = 1 mL. Gradient slope: 5 mM/mL. Fraction size = 2 mL. Mass balances for wash peaks were obtained by subtracting the bound protein (eluted after gradient elution started) from the total loaded protein.
1. Mass balance:
   - Wash: -24.5%
   - Peak I: 74.5%
   - Peak II: 1.0%

2. Mass balance:
   - Wash: -56.8%
   - Peak I: 42.4%

3. Mass balance:
   - Wash: -97.4%
   - Bound protein: -2.6%

4. Mass balance:
   - Wash: -100%

---

**Graphs:**

- **a)**
  - Canola protein
  - UV at 280 nm
  - Mass balance: Wash: -24.5%
  - Peak I: 74.5%
  - Peak II: 1.0%

- **b)**
  - Canola protein
  - UV at 280 nm
  - Mass balance: Wash: -56.8%
  - Peak I: 42.4%

- **c)**
  - Canola protein
  - UV at 280 nm
  - Mass balance: Wash: -97.4%
  - Bound protein: -2.6%

- **d)**
  - Canola protein
  - UV at 280 nm
  - Mass balance: Wash: -100%

**Legend:**

- UV
- Imidazole
- Activity
Figure 5.3. Relative retentions of GUSH6 on different Me-IDA columns. All experiments started with approximately the same total GUS activity. GUSH6 has a very low recovery on Cu\textsuperscript{2+}-IDA.
Table 5.2. Recognition of $\text{Me}^{2+}$-IDA on different surface topography of histidine residues.

Buffer: 20 mM PB, 1 M NaCl, pH 7.0 (Sulkowski, 1989). (+) = retention; (-) = no observed retention.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ligand</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Zn</th>
<th>Co</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-His-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-His(X)_nHis-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-His(X)_nHis-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n(2,3); $\alpha$-Helix</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-HisHis-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

we would estimate that most canola proteins have at least one accessible histidine, and less than 50% of canola proteins have accessible, multiple histidine sites.

The binding behaviors of native canola proteins on $\text{Zn}^{2+}$-IDA and $\text{Co}^{2+}$-IDA were expected to be very similar according to Table 5.2. Figure 5.2 shows that the difference, although small, is noticeable (Figures 5.2c and d). While 2.6% of native canola protein bound to $\text{Zn}^{2+}$-IDA, almost no protein other than GUSH6 bound to $\text{Co}^{2+}$-IDA. Hence, the recognition ability (RA) of $\text{Me}^{2+}$-IDA on protein surface histidines follows the order $\text{Cu}^{2+} > \text{Ni}^{2+} > \text{Zn}^{2+} > \text{Co}^{2+}$. For differentiation ability the reversed order holds.

IDA-IMAC was able to purify the six-histidine fusion protein from canola extract. The GUSH6 recoveries and enrichment ratios after the single chromatographic step are listed in Table 5.3. Even though $\text{Zn}^{2+}$-IDA bound less canola protein than $\text{Ni}^{2+}$-IDA, the GUSH6 peak in $\text{Zn}^{2+}$-IDA overlapped with bound canola proteins (Figures 5.2b and c) and resulted in a similar GUSH6 enrichment ratio as on $\text{Ni}^{2+}$-IDA. The $\text{Co}^{2+}$-IDA column was able to purify
Table 5.3. GUSH6 recoveries from canola extract by a single chromatographic run on various Me^{2+}-IDA columns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metal ions</th>
<th>Cu^{2+}</th>
<th>Ni^{2+}</th>
<th>Zn^{2+}</th>
<th>Co^{2+}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activity before loading, U/mg</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final specific activity, U/mg</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>17,000</td>
<td>141,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery, %</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>85.8</td>
<td>71.8</td>
<td>66.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enrichment ratio*</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>705</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Enrichment ratio = Final specific activity/specific activity before loading.

GUSH6 to almost homogeneous purity. SDS-PAGE (not shown here) of fractions (25 times concentrated) with the six highest GUS activities collected in Co^{2+}-IDA experiment showed no visible native canola protein bands.

The recovery of GUSH6 on Cu^{2+}-IDA was significantly lower than on other Me^{2+}-IDA (Table 5.3). This phenomenon can probably be attributed to one or more of the following three factors. The first is that immobilized Cu^{2+} is not entirely redox-stable and could be involved in catalytic oxidation reactions of GUSH6 deactivation (Winzerling, et al., 1992). The second is the possibility of metal ion leakage during imidazole gradient elution. The last is the metal ion transfer (MIT) process (Sulkowski, 1989), that is the binding of GUSH6 with Cu^{2+} is so strong that the Cu^{2+}-IDA bonds are broken during the imidazole elution process. The result is the elution of inactive GUSH6. That free Cu^{2+} does inactivate GUSH6 is seen in Figure 5.4 where there is a sudden loss and continuing decline of GUS activity once Cu^{2+} is introduced into solutions containing GUSH6. The presence of imidazole slows the inactivation.
Figure 5.4. The influence of free Cu\(^{2+}\) ion on GUS activity. Buffer A = 50 mM NaPi, 1 M NaCl, pH 7.0. 180 mM imidazole = buffer A with 180 mM imidazole (the imidazole concentration eluting GUSH6 on Cu\(^{2+}\)-IDA). GUSH6 was first mixed with selected buffer solution to provide the initial GUS activities, then CuSO\(_4\) solution was added. The solutions were held at 4°C from 0 to 12 hours, and at room temperature afterwards.
A comparison of Figure 5.3 and Table 5.3 shows that binding affinity (as measured by the imidazole concentration needed for protein elution) does not translate directly to purification performance. A higher imidazole concentration is needed to elute GUSH6 on Ni^{2+}-IDA than Co^{2+}-IDA (and also for Cu^{2+}-IDA relative to Zn^{2+}-IDA), but higher purification results from the earlier elution. Nor can the differentiation pattern of Table 5.2 be a conclusive guide as the comparison of Ni^{2+}-IDA and Zn^{2+}-IDA performance shows.

**GUSH6 purification from canola extract by NTA immobilized metal ions**

GUSH6 spiked canola samples were also run on columns with Ni^{2+}, Zn^{2+}, Co^{2+}, and Cu^{2+} immobilized by NTA. The chromatograms are shown in Figure 5.5. As shown in Fig. 5.5, the amount of canola protein bound to each column decreased in the order Cu^{2+} (68.2%), Ni^{2+} (20.6%), Zn^{2+} (9.6%), and Co^{2+} (5.7%). This suggests that, like Me^{2+}-IDA, the recognition ability of Me^{2+}-NTA for surface histidine distribution followed the order of Cu^{2+} > Ni^{2+} > Zn^{2+} > Co^{2+}. The notable difference from the IDA results is that 5.7% of canola protein did bind to Co^{2+}-NTA compared to almost no binding to Co^{2+}-IDA. However, the separation between the canola protein and GUSH6 peaks is sufficient on Co^{2+}-NTA that SDS-PAGE (not shown) on six fractions (25 times concentrated) with the highest GUS activity did not show any visible canola protein bands. In contrast, SDS-PAGE showed that there were five or six canola protein bands with molecular weight below about 31000 Da within the GUSH6 peaks on Ni^{2+}-NTA (Fig. 5.5 b).

The relative retention of GUSH6 on Me^{2+}-NTA (Figure 5.6), was similar to that on Me^{2+}-IDA (Figure 5.3) except for Cu^{2+}. Even though GUSH6 had better affinity to Ni^{2+}-NTA than Co^{2+}-NTA (Fig. 5.6), the purification performance of the protein was better on Co^{2+}-NTA (Table 5.4), as was the case for IDA. The selection of a metal ion and a chelating
Figure 5.5. GUSH6 spiked canola extract on different metal ion charged NTA-IMAC columns. a) Cu$^{2+}$. b) Ni$^{2+}$. c) Zn$^{2+}$. d) Co$^{2+}$. Experiment parameters are the same as in Figure 5.2.
Mass balance:
Wash: -26.5%
Peak I: 68.2%

Mass balance:
Wash: -79.2%
Peak I: 20.6%

Mass balance:
Wash: -90.4%
Peak I: 8.7%
Peak II: 0.9%

Mass balance:
Wash: -94.3%
Peak I: 5.7%
Figure 5.6. Relative retentions of GUSH6 on different Me-NTA columns. All experiments started with approximately the same total GUS activity.
Table 5.4. GUSH6 recoveries from canola extract by a single chromatographic run on various Me\(^{2+}\)-NTA columns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metal ions</th>
<th>Cu(^{2+})</th>
<th>Ni(^{2+})</th>
<th>Zn(^{2+})</th>
<th>Co(^{2+})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activity before loading, U/mg</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final activity, U/mg</td>
<td>26,000</td>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>130,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery, %</td>
<td>84.9</td>
<td>75.2</td>
<td>88.8</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enrichment ratio</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>619</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ligand for a his-tagged protein purification from a particular extract requires consideration of both the binding affinity of desired product relative to the impurities and the stability of chelating groups themselves (Porath, 1988b). As demonstrated in this work, Co\(^{2+}\)-IDA provided the best purification performance for GUSH6 from canola extract. However, since Me-NTA adsorbent is more stable than Me-IDA adsorbent (Hochuli, et al, 1987), Co\(^{2+}\)-NTA present a good choice when Co\(^{2+}\) leakage is the major concern.

Model of protein binding

NTA forms a tetradentate with metal ions, while IDA forms a tridentate. Simplistically then, GUSH6 should have a weaker affinity for Me-NTA's two available coordination orbitals than for the three available on the same metal ions immobilized on IDA. However, our results showed the opposite (Figure 5.7). Except for Cu\(^{2+}\), which was irregular in several aspects, the other three metals showed stronger affinity for GUSH6 when immobilized by NTA.

Pure wild-type GUS applied to the same series of columns bound only to Cu\(^{2+}\) columns (both IDA and NTA) eluting at 70 mM and 50 mM imidazole, respectively. That is
Figure 5.7. Imidazole concentrations needed to elute GUSH6 binding on different metal ions immobilized by either IDA or NTA. Errors reflect the change of imidazole concentration over each fraction time.
evidence that wild-type GUS has only single histidine binding sites and the multi-histidine sites are only in the fusion tail. A hypothesis as to how initial binding of the fusion tail leads to stronger binding to NTA is shown in Figure 5.8. We expect the tridentate interaction with an IDA site to be a more rigid orientation that limits additional binding by other fusions on the multimeric GUS to nearby metal sites. The greater ease of forming multi-point binding (two bidentates) with the NTA resin would then account for the higher imidazole concentration required for elution.

**Protein purification from canola: IMAC or ion exchange chromatography (IEC)**

Our earlier work showed that by manipulating the charge of a protein, the protein's elution could be shifted to a site with very low native canola protein background on IEC (including both cation and anion exchange), and protein enrichment factors of 50-200 could be realized in a single ion exchange step (Zhang and Glatz, 1999; Zhang, et al., 1999). Table 5.5 compares the recovery of T4 lysozyme mutants by cation-exchange and GUS mutants by anion-exchange with that of his6-tagged GUS by IMAC. The most direct comparison is for the two GUS cases and shows IMAC to perform better.

**Conclusions**

This work has demonstrated IMAC could be a very effective method for purification of recombinant proteins from canola. GUSH6 enrichment factors of 600-700 can be realized by either Co$^{2+}$-IDA or Co$^{2+}$-NTA. The recognition range of metal ions for surface histidines follows the order Cu$^{2+}$ > Ni$^{2+}$ > Zn$^{2+}$ > Co$^{2+}$. Selection of metal ion and chelating ligand for purifying a target protein from a host extract should not solely rely on the combination giving strongest retention.
Figure 5.8. Proposed protein binding mechanisms on Me\(^{2+}\)-IDA and Me\(^{2+}\)-NTA. a) On Me\(^{2+}\)-IDA; b) On Me\(^{2+}\)-NTA. The protein shown here represents a tetramer with one his-tail on each monomer (GUSH6). Tridentate formation is favored on Me\(^{2+}\)-IDA (rigid orientation), and bidentate and multi-site interaction are favored on Me\(^{2+}\)-NTA (flexible orientation).
Table 5.5. Protein recovery from canola extract by different chromatographic methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Specific activity, U/mg</th>
<th>Enrichment ratio(^a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cation-exchange (Zhang and Glatz, 1999)</td>
<td>Wild-type T4 lysozyme</td>
<td>- (^b)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single mutant T4 lysozyme</td>
<td>385 (^c)</td>
<td>50 (^c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anion-exchange (Zhang, et al., 1999)</td>
<td>GUS</td>
<td>38,000</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GUSD10/15 (^d)</td>
<td>50,000/80,000</td>
<td>151/191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMAC (Co(^{2+})-IDA/NTA) (This work)</td>
<td>GUS</td>
<td>Unbound</td>
<td>Unbound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GUSH6</td>
<td>141,000/130,000</td>
<td>705/619</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) all results were obtained by single step chromatography; for anion-exchange chromatography, total protein loading ~ 70 mg, GUS ~ 0.28 - 0.7 mg; for IMAC, total protein loading ~ 17 mg, GUS ~ 0.1 mg.

\(^b\) eluted with canola protein.

\(^c\) unpublished results.

\(^d\) D\# denotes the number of aspartate in the fusion, D0 = no fusion (wild-type), D10 = 10 aspartates, D15 = 15 aspartates.
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CHAPTER 6. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Canola was shown to have several advantages for the recovery stages when used as a recombinant protein production host. Its rather simple elution profiles on different chromatographic resins provided possibilities for effective protein purification, and genetic engineering enabled a selected protein to be manipulated for favorable recovery from canola extract.

Native canola proteins were eluted in two major peaks on linear gradient cation-exchange chromatography, and the valley between the two peaks offered a site to which to target a recombinant protein for enhanced recovery. T4 lysozyme and its mutants (both point mutation and fusion) demonstrated that charge modification can shift the elution point into such favored sites. Single mutant T4 lysozyme with a charge of +7 at neutral pH was eluted at the target site, and the recovered protein showed a high purity (90%) in a single step purification. Fusion proteins (U1 and U2) showed the same binding strength as their point mutants counterparts, but the polyarginine tail was found to be unstable in canola extract.

On anion-exchange chromatography, the native canola protein elution profile also provided several sites for targeting genetically engineered proteins. β-Glucuronidase and its fusions with polyaspartate tails showed that with added charges, the protein could be directed from one target site to another for better purification performance. GUSD10 and GUSD15 were eluted at the site with intermediate eluent salt concentration and showed lower levels of native canola protein contamination compared to GUSD0 at the first site with lower eluent salt concentration. The additional five aspartates from GUSD10 to GUSD15 did not show the same increased level of protein retention as from GUSD0 to GUSD5 and GUSD5 to
GUSD10. However, the negatively charged tails were stable in canola extract contrary to the behavior of positively charged tails. Furthermore, the comparison between experiments on transgenic canola with recombinant GUSD0 and non-transgenic canola with spiked GUSD0 showed good agreement and validated the spiking technique as a mean for investigating a protein's elution in a host protein matrix.

GUS and its fusions were characterized by the stoichiometric displacement model in isocratic elution chromatography, and the results did indicate that GUSD15 had a different trend in the change of protein specific parameters, Z and I, from other mutants. The elution of fusions on anion-exchange chromatography was shown to be predictable by both an analytical equation and a lumped dispersion model. In addition to the capability of simulating the elution peak shape, the model simulation showed slightly better ability in capturing the change of gradient slope during elution.

Different metal ions (Cu$^{2+}$, Ni$^{2+}$, Zn$^{2+}$, and Co$^{2+}$) on two chelating ligands, iminodiacetate (IDA) and nitrilotriacetate (NTA), showed different selectivities for separation of GUS-polyhistidine fusion from the native canola proteins. Most canola proteins were retained by Cu$^{2+}$ column, but almost no canola protein bound to Co$^{2+}$-IDA column and only 5.7% bound to Co$^{2+}$-NTA. The recognition of metal ions on protein surface histidine distribution follows the order Cu$^{2+}$ > Ni$^{2+}$ > Zn$^{2+}$ > Co$^{2+}$. GUSH6 was recovered with an enrichment factor of 700 by a single step Co$^{2+}$-IDA and 620 by Co$^{2+}$-NTA. Based on the experimental results on IDA and NTA columns, a binding mechanism between his-tagged proteins and immobilized metal ions was proposed. On IDA columns, the polyhistidine tail forms a tridentate with an immobilized metal ion, with a rigid orientation that would limit the ability of other surface histidines to bind simultaneously at other sites.
On the other hand, the poly-his tail forms a more flexible bidentate allowing more protein surface histidines to interact with other metal ions. Consequently, a higher imidazole concentration would be needed to elute a protein on a NTA column than an IDA column with the same metal ion.
APPENDIX A. COMPOSITION OF GUS AND FUSIONS

Amino acid composition of GUS (E. coli) (Jilka, personal communication) is provided as following. It is almost identical to that reported by Jefferson, et al. (1986).

**GUSD0**

(N)MKYLLPTAAAGLLLLAAQPAMAMVRPVETPRTREIKKDGLWAFSLDRENCGIDQ RWWESALQESRAIAVPGSNDQFADADIRNYAGNVRWYQREVFIIPKGWAGQRLRF DAVTYGYKVWNQVEMEHQGYYTPFEDAVTPIVIAGKSVRITVCVNNELNWQTYI PPGMVITDENGKKQQSYFHDFFNYAGIHRSMYLYTTPNTVDDTVVTVMQDCN HASVDCQVVGNDVSELRDRADQQVQVATGQGTSGLQVVNPHLCQPGEGYLCE VTAKSQTETCDIPLRVGIRSVAVKQQQFLINHKFPFYTGFGRHEDADLRKGFNDVL MVHDMALMDWIGANSYRTSHYPAYEEMLDWADEDHGIVVIDETAAVGFLNLSLGF EAGNKPKELYSEAAVNGETQQAHLLQAIKELIARDKNSPVVMSIANEPDTRPQA REYFAALAEATRKLDPTRPITCVNMFDADAHTDTISDLFDVLCLNRYYGWYVQSGD LEATAEKVLEKELLAWQEKHLQPIITEYGVDTLAGLHSYTMWSEEEYQCAWLDM YHRVFDRVSAVVGEQVWNVFADFATSQGILRVGGNKKGiFTRDRKPKSAALLQKR WTGMNFGEKPQQGKQ(C)

**GUSD5**

GUSD0-DDDDDD*

**GUSD10**

GUSD0-DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD*
APPENDIX B. ESTIMATION OF GUS AND FUSION CHARGE

The estimated net charge of GUSD0 and its fusions are calculated using Henderson-Hasselbalch equation (Heng, 1993). The numbers of amino acids in GUSD0, which will contribute to the protein net charge, their pK_a values (Stryer, 1988), and the calculated charge contribution of each amino acid at various pH are summarized in Table II-1.

Table II-1. The charge estimation of GUSD0 at various pH.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amino acid</th>
<th>pK_a</th>
<th>No. in tetramer</th>
<th>pH=6.0</th>
<th>6.50</th>
<th>7.00</th>
<th>7.50</th>
<th>8.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Histidine</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>57.74</td>
<td>38.00</td>
<td>18.26</td>
<td>6.91</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lysine</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>111.99</td>
<td>111.96</td>
<td>111.89</td>
<td>111.65</td>
<td>110.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arginine</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>116.00</td>
<td>116.00</td>
<td>116.00</td>
<td>116.00</td>
<td>115.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrosine</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>-0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cysteine</td>
<td>8.50</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
<td>-1.35</td>
<td>-4.00</td>
<td>-10.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspartate</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>-156.08</td>
<td>-158.74</td>
<td>-159.60</td>
<td>-159.87</td>
<td>-159.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glutamate</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>-152.18</td>
<td>-154.77</td>
<td>-155.61</td>
<td>-155.88</td>
<td>-155.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-terminus</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-3.99</td>
<td>-4.00</td>
<td>-4.00</td>
<td>-4.00</td>
<td>-4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-terminus</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>-0.96</td>
<td>-2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Charges:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-26.71</td>
<td>-52.13</td>
<td>-74.87</td>
<td>-90.47</td>
<td>-104.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Equation used in calculation for Tyr, Cys, Asp, Glu, C and N-termini,

\[ x_i = -n_i \frac{10^{(pH-pK_{a,i})}}{1 + 10^{(pH-pK_{a,i})}} \]  

Equation used in calculation for His, Lys, and Arg,

\[ x_i = n_i \frac{1}{1 + 10^{(pH-pK_{a,i})}} \]  

Where, \( x_i \) is the charge of an amino acid contributed to the protein, and \( n_i \) is the number of an amino acid present in the protein.

The estimated net charge of GUSD0 and its fusions at various pH are summarized in Table II-2.

**Table II-2. The charge of different GUS at various pH.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pH</th>
<th>GUSD0</th>
<th>GUSD5</th>
<th>GUSD10</th>
<th>GUSD15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>-26.71</td>
<td>-46.22</td>
<td>-65.73</td>
<td>-85.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>-52.13</td>
<td>-71.98</td>
<td>-91.82</td>
<td>-111.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>-74.84</td>
<td>-94.82</td>
<td>-114.77</td>
<td>-134.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>-90.47</td>
<td>-110.46</td>
<td>-130.44</td>
<td>-150.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>-104.27</td>
<td>-124.27</td>
<td>-144.26</td>
<td>-164.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>